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Abstract

Molecular selection of therapy in metastatic colorectal cancer:
the FOCUS4 molecularly stratified RCT

Louise C Brown ,1 David Fisher ,1 Richard Adams ,2,3

Jenny Seligmann ,4 Matthew Seymour ,4 Richard Kaplan ,1

Susan D Richman ,4 Philip Quirke ,4 Rachel Butler,5 Helen Roberts ,2,3

Janet Graham ,6,7 Richard H Wilson 6,7 and Timothy S Maughan 8*

on behalf of the FOCUS4 Trial Investigators

1Medical Research Council Clinical Trials Unit, University College London, London, UK
2Centre for Trials Research, Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK
3Oncology Department, Velindre Cancer Centre, Velindre University NHS Trust, Cardiff, UK
4Leeds Institute of Medical Research, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK
5Bristol Genetics Laboratory, Bristol, UK
6Beatson West of Scotland Cancer Centre, Glasgow, UK
7Institute of Cancer Sciences, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK
8Department of Oncology, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK

*Corresponding author tim.maughan@oncology.ox.ac.uk

Background: Complex trials with innovative designs are becoming increasingly common and offer

the potential to improve patient outcomes in a shorter time frame. There is evidence that patients

with colorectal cancer fall into different subgroups with varying responsiveness to therapy, and that

this variation is linked to genetic biomarkers. To the best of our knowledge, FOCUS4 was the first

molecularly stratified trial in metastatic colorectal cancer and remains one of the first umbrella trial

designs to be launched globally.

Objectives: To identify novel therapies that improve disease control within the molecular subgroup of

metastatic colorectal cancer in which the novel therapies were expected to be most effective.

Design: This was a Phase II/III molecularly stratified umbrella trial that used adaptive statistical

methodology to decide which subtrial should close early; new subtrials were added as protocol

amendments.

Setting: The maintenance setting following 16 weeks of first-line combination chemotherapy.

Participants: Patients with newly diagnosed metastatic colorectal cancer were registered, and central

laboratory testing was used to stratify their tumour into molecular subtypes. Following 16 weeks of

first-line therapy, patients with stable or responding disease were eligible for randomisation into either

a molecularly stratified subtrial or the non-stratified FOCUS4-N trial.

Interventions: Of the 20 drug combinations that were explored for inclusion in the platform trial, three

molecularly targeted subtrials were activated: FOCUS4-B (PIK3CA mutation or PTEN overexpression) –

aspirin versus placebo; FOCUS4-C (TP53 and RAS mutation) – adavosertib (AstraZeneca Ltd, Cambridge,

UK) versus active monitoring; and FOCUS4-D (BRAF-PIK3CA-RAS wild type) – AZD8931 versus placebo.

A non-stratified subtrial was also carried out: FOCUS4-N – capecitabine versus active monitoring.
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Main outcome measures: The main outcome measure was progression-free survival from the time of

randomisation to progression, comparing the intervention with active monitoring/placebo. Toxicity and

overall survival data were collected in all randomised patients, and quality of life (using EuroQol-5

Dimensions) data were collected in FOCUS4-N only.

Results: Between January 2014 and October 2020, 1434 patients were registered from 88 hospitals

in the UK. Successful biomarker testing was completed in 1291 out of 1382 samples (93%), and 908 out

of 1315 patients (69%) completing 16 weeks of first-line therapy were eligible for randomisation, with

361 randomly allocated to a subtrial. FOCUS4-B evaluated aspirin versus placebo in the PIK3CA-mutant/

PTEN-loss subgroup, but recruited only six patients, so was closed for futility. FOCUS4-C evaluated

adavosertib versus active monitoring in 67 patients in the RAS + TP53 double-mutant subgroup and met

its primary end point, showing an improvement in progression-free survival (median 3.61 vs. 1.87 months;

hazard ratio 0.35, 95% confidence interval 0.18 to 0.68; p = 0022). FOCUS4-D evaluated AZD8931 in

32 patients in the BRAF-PIK3CA-RAS wild-type subgroup and showed no benefit, so was discontinued

after the first interim analysis. FOCUS4-N evaluated capecitabine monotherapy versus active monitoring

in 254 patients and met its primary end point, showing improvement in progression-free survival (hazard

ratio 0.40, 95% confidence interval 0.21 to 0.75; p < 0.0001).

Limitations: FOCUS4-C and FOCUS4-N were closed early owing to COVID-19, so did not accrue their

planned recruitment numbers.

Conclusions: Adaptive stratified medicine studies are feasible in common cancers but present challenges.

Capecitabine monotherapy is an effective maintenance therapy. Wee1 inhibition using adavosertib shows

significant clinical activity, notably in left-sided colorectal cancer.

Trial registration: This trial was registered as ISRCTN90061546.

Funding: This project was jointly funded by the Efficacy and Mechanism Evaluation (EME) programme, a

MRC and National Institute for Health and Care Research (NIHR) partnership, and Cancer Research UK.

This will be published in full in Efficacy and Mechanism Evaluation; Vol. 9, No. 9. See the NIHR Journals

Library website for further project information.

ABSTRACT
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Plain English summary

Background

Colorectal cancer is not just one homogeneous disease; there are subsets within the disease that

behave differently, respond to drugs differently and can be identified by carrying out laboratory tests

on the cancer. FOCUS4 was a trial that aimed to test various new drugs in these differing subgroups of

patients in a way that was efficient and flexible to new and emerging discoveries.

The FOCUS4 trial enrolled 1434 patients from 88 hospitals. All patients received 4 months of first-line

combination chemotherapy treatment in their local hospitals. Patients with stable or responding

disease at the end of that period were eligible for randomisation into the subtrial that was relevant for

their molecular subtype or into the non-stratified trial, FOCUS4-N. We then measured the time from

randomisation to the time when the cancer showed signs of growing again (progression-free survival)

and the active arms were compared with either placebo or active monitoring.

What has FOCUS4 shown?

We found two positive results and one negative result, and had one study that did not recruit well so

was closed. FOCUS4-C showed that a Wee1 inhibitor, adavosertib (AstraZeneca Ltd, Cambridge, UK),

was well tolerated and improved progression-free survival in a common subgroup of colorectal cancer

that carried mutations of two genes. FOCUS4-N showed that the oral chemotherapy tablet capecitabine

also improved progression-free survival. FOCUS4-D was the first molecular cohort to report from

FOCUS4 and showed comprehensively negative results, and was closed after only 32 patients had been

recruited. FOCUS4-B tested aspirin in another subgroup of patients, but only six patients agreed to be

randomly allocated to aspirin or placebo – perhaps reflecting the fact that, for a freely available simple

drug, it is difficult for patients to agree to being randomly allocated when they can buy it in a pharmacy.

We have shown that this complex trial is possible but that there are a lot of challenges.
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Scientific summary

Background

Approximately 16,000 people die from colorectal cancer (CRC) in the UK every year, making it the

second most common cause of cancer death in the UK and accounting for 10% of all cancer deaths in

the country. Given that the concept of one treatment for all patients with a particular type of cancer

has become outdated, there is a need for a new approach to the design of clinical trials, allowing for the

evaluation of multiple treatments in patients stratified based on biomarkers considered predictive of a

treatment response. Prior to FOCUS4, the investigator team had successfully completed a feasibility

study, FOCUS3, which showed that it was feasible to conduct complex biomarker-selected studies in

the first-line setting in patients with metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC). While FOCUS4 was being

designed, molecular stratification of CRC revealed four major subgroups: microsatellite instability

(MSI)-high cancer, owing to failure of the mismatch repair (MMR) mechanism (c. 4% of mCRC patients);

BRAF mutation (c. 10% of mCRC patients), for which novel targeted drugs were being developed;

KRAS/NRAS mutant (c. 45% of mCRC patients), an area of unmet clinical need; and the triple wild-type

group (BRAF, KRAS and NRAS all wild type, c. 40%), for which epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)

inhibitors were licensed for use in third-line therapy. We aimed to construct a platform that could

evaluate novel therapies in these (and potentially other more novel) subgroups in parallel.

Objectives

The FOCUS4 trial was designed to enable the rapid evaluation of new agents to assess their clinical

benefit in patient cohorts most likely to show benefit because of their molecular features. This trial

was designed to characterise the tumours based on the presence of specific mutations or validated

biomarkers and stratify eligible patients into comparison subtrials, which, by being a component of a

large national study, would adapt efficiently to refinement of biomarker data and enable the rapid

accrual of patients, despite the relative rarity of some molecular subgroups. Specifically, we aimed to

answer the following questions:

l Clinical benefit. In the interval following standard first-line chemotherapy, do the proposed

interventions improve progression-free survival (PFS) and eventually OS compared with a control

group in the biomarker-defined cohorts?

¢ In BRAF-mutant mCRC, does the combination of dabrafenib, panitumumab and trametinib

increase PFS in the interval following first-line therapy in patients with stable or responding

disease compared with active monitoring (FOCUS4-A)?

¢ In PIK3CA-mutant/PTEN-loss mCRC, does aspirin improve PFS compared with placebo

(FOCUS4-B)?

¢ In the double-mutant TP53 and RAS mutation subgroup, does the Wee1 inhibitor adavosertib

(AstraZeneca Ltd, Cambridge, UK) improve PFS compared with active monitoring (FOCUS4-C)?

¢ In the all wild-type subgroup (KRAS, NRAS, PIK3CA and BRAF wild type), does the pan Her

inhibitor AZD8791 improve PFS compared with placebo (FOCUS4-D)?

¢ In the unstratified group, does capecitabine monotherapy improve PFS compared with active

monitoring (FOCUS4-N)?

l Improvement in trial design and conduct. What are the challenges and efficiencies of conducting a

large, molecularly stratified platform trial in metastatic CRC in the UK health-care system?
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Design

FOCUS4 was an adaptive umbrella trial in mCRC that used the statistical methods of the multiarm,

multistage randomised trial design. After registration and biomarker assessment during a 16-week

standard first-line chemotherapy treatment, patients were stratified into one of four biologically

defined cohorts (A to D). If stable or responding disease was confirmed at the end of 16 weeks,

patients were then enrolled into the corresponding randomised trial of the novel targeted agent(s)

or, for travel, logistic or technical reasons, to the one conventional chemotherapy maintenance trial

(i.e. FOCUS4-N). Biomarker assessment was undertaken at two pathology centres (Leeds and Cardiff)

and initially used reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction methods to assess the presence of

BRAF, KRAS, NRAS and PIK3CA hotspot mutations, plus immunohistochemistry methods to detect MMR

deficiency and PTEN loss. During the trial, the genetic technique was transferred onto a next-generation

sequencing platform, which evaluated mutations in the whole gene of BRAF, KRAS, NRAS, PIK3CA

and TP53.

Twenty subtrials were proposed by the trial group, five had full protocols prepared and three molecularly

targeted subtrials and one unstratified subtrial were activated: FOCUS4-A (planned to evaluate dabrafenib,

trametinib and panitumumab versus active monitoring in patients with BRAF mutant was not activated),

FOCUS4-B (evaluated aspirin in the PIK3CA-mutant subgroup), FOCUS4-C (evaluated adavosertib in the

RAS + TP53 double-mutant subgroup) and FOCUS4-D (evaluated AZD8931 in the BRAF-PIK3CA-RAS wild-

type subgroup). In addition, FOCUS4-N was active throughout and evaluated capecitabine monotherapy

versus a treatment break in the unstratified group.

Setting and participants

FOCUS4 was carried out between January 2014 and October 2020, and included 1434 patients with

locally advanced or mCRC registered from 88 hospitals in the UK. The setting selected for testing

the novel agents, that is after 4 months of first-line chemotherapy, was new. Previous trials have

shown that it is acceptable to have a treatment break after this time, and to recommence first-line

chemotherapy if the disease is found to progress. This ‘window of opportunity’ allowed drugs to be

assessed before the development of multiple mechanisms of drug resistance, as occurs in the last-line

setting, with a relatively short time to event to enable rapid evaluation of the novel agents. Following

the FOCUS4 trial interventions, patients were expected to restart first-line therapy and continue

with standardly available treatment options. This window setting became more complex when EGFR

inhibitors were approved for use in the UK as first-line treeament in RAS wild-type patients but with

the stipulation that no interruption in treatment longer than 4 weeks was permitted.

Main outcome measures

The primary outcome measure for all subtrials was PFS measured from randomisation after the

4 months of first-line therapy comparing the intervention with active monitoring/placebo. At the

close of the trial, feedback was elicited from all investigators through surveys and interviews, and

was consolidated into a series of recommendations and lessons learned for the delivery of similar

future trials.

Clinical benefit results

Between January 2014 and October 2020, 1434 patients were registered from 88 hospitals in the UK.

Successful biomarker testing was completed in 1291 out of 1382 samples (93%), and 908 out of 1315
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patients (69%) completing 16 weeks of first-line therapy were eligible for randomisation, with

361 randomly allocated into a subtrial:

l FOCUS4-A was not activated because the pharmaceutical company owning the agents showed

unacceptable benefit/toxicity balance in their Phase I trials.
l FOCUS4-B evaluated aspirin in the PIK3CA-mutant/PTEN-overexpressed subgroup but recruited

only six patients, so was closed for futility.

l FOCUS4-C evaluated adavosertib versus active monitoring in 67 patients in the RAS + TP53 double-

mutant subgroup and met its primary end point, showing an improvement in PFS [median 3.61 vs.

1.87 months; hazard ratio (HR) 0.35, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.18 to 0.68; p = 0.0022]. This

activity was clearly limited to patients with metastases from a primary tumour located in the

left-sided colon and rectal cancers [left primary tumour location (PTL)], but not from the right side.

Assessment of longer-term outcomes also showed an overall survival benefit with adavosertib

compared with active monitoring in RAS-mutant and TP53-mutant patients with left PTL.

l FOCUS4-D evaluated AZD8931 in 32 patients in the BRAF-PIK3CA-RAS wild-type subgroup and

showed no benefit so was discontinued after the first interim analysis.

l FOCUS4-N evaluated capecitabine monotherapy versus a treatment break in 254 unstratified

patients and also met its primary end point showing improvement in PFS (HR 0.40, 95% CI 0.21 to

0.75; p < 0.0001).

Improvement in trial design and conduct
At the close of the trial, feedback was elicited from all investigators through surveys and interviews,

and was consolidated into a series of recommendations and lessons learned for the delivery of similar

future trials. Twenty recommendations were made, of which the most important are as follows:

l It is essential to understand resource capacity and to ensure that adequate funding is secured for

staff. These platform and multi-arm trial designs probably save time and speed up getting answers

but they still require similar amounts of resource per research question. The challenge for funders

is to find a mechanism for funding and review of trial adaptations that facilitates delivery and

minimises burden while also managing the risks involved.

l The biomarker testing process should be kept as simple as possible and for the UK, as much as

possible within the NHS infrastructure.
l The trial needs to be informed by state-of-the-art preclinical evaluations in both disease subtype

analysis and preclinical drug testing to maximise the quality of the applications to pharma for

drug access.

l The setting needs to be positioned within the optimal phases of drug development with a clear line

of sight to potential registration: FOCUS4 may have worked better as a Phase I/IIb platform trial.

l Platform trials need to be nimble and able to adapt quickly with emerging new biological discoveries.

This is difficult in a sometimes turgid clinical trial regulatory framework.

l Finally, engagement, tenacity and enthusiasm are paramount from the chief investigator and trial

management group. Without this, a trial of this complexity would fail.

Conclusions

FOCUS4 demonstrated the successful implementation of an adaptive stratified medicine trial, and

fulfilled its objectives in that three stratified trials and one unstratified subgroup trial were activated,

three of which reported a clear outcome. Adding molecular stratification to an adaptive multiarm study

increases complexity and reduces the proportion of patients eligible for randomisation. FOCUS4-N

showed that capecitabine monotherapy is an effective maintenance therapy for CRC. Adavosertib has

significant activity notably in left-sided colorectal tumours with TP53 and RAS mutation and warrants

further investigation.
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Implications for health care
Oral capecitabine monotherapy is an effective maintenance treatment in terms on improving duration

of disease control, but does not increase overall survival.

Future research implications

l Stratified medicine trials are feasible in solid tumours though significant challenges exist,

particularly in establishing strong relationships with drug manufacturers to enable access to the

relevant medicines.

l The KRAS/TP53 double-mutant subgroup of CRC is associated with a poor prognosis and may have

specific vulnerabilities to Wee1 inhibition.

l Wee1 inhibition has potential for treatment of mCRC, especially for patients with left-sided colon or

rectal primaries, and warrants further evaluation.

l The window after 4 months of initial therapy provides a robust setting for evaluation of drug

efficacy in CRC.
l Capecitabine is an appropriate control regimen for future maintenance therapy studies in mCRC.

l Stratified medicine studies are feasible in mCRC but require strong support from analyses supporting

the proposed hypotheses, including data from preclinical testing platforms to provide the optimal

justification for studies of this type.

l Strong relationships with pharma and a clear line of sight to registration are also critical to success.

Implications for decision-makers
Stratified medicine platform studies are feasible and may speed up research; however, the true costs of

such complex adaptive studies are significant.

Trial registration

This trial is registered as ISRCTN90061546.

Funding

This project was jointly funded by the Efficacy and Mechanism Evaluation (EME) programme, a MRC

and National Institute for Health and Care Research (NIHR) partnership, and Cancer Research UK.

This will be published in full in Efficacy and Mechanism Evaluation; Vol. 9, No. 9. See the NIHR Journals

Library website for further project information.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Background

Approximately 16,000 people die from colorectal cancer (CRC) in the UK every year, making it the

second most common cause of cancer death in the UK and accounting for 10% of all cancer deaths

in the country.1 Given that the concept of one treatment for all patients with a particular type of

cancer has become outdated, the major challenge for oncologists is the identification of effective

treatments for patients with CRC, given the limited benefits demonstrated of bevacizumab and

cetuximab and the failure of multiple other agents in recent trials.2 To this end, the use of epidermal

growth factor receptor (EGFR)-targeted therapy has highlighted the importance of BRAF, PIK3CA,

KRAS and NRAS mutations for predicting a lack of response to EGFR-targeted therapy.3 However,

there is also a need for a new approach to the design of clinical trials, allowing for the evaluation of

multiple treatments in patients stratified based on biomarkers that are considered to be predictive

of a treatment response.

The FOCUS4 trial was designed to enable the rapid identification of patients whose tumours could be

characterised based on the presence of specific mutations or validated biomarkers that characterise

biological subgroups. This trial was designed to characterise the tumours and stratify eligible patients

into comparison subtrials, which, by being a component of a large national study, allow efficient

adaptation of the biomarker eligibility criteria within the trial and enable the rapid accrual of patients,

even those with the rare subtypes, such as those with the BRAF mutation, who account for only 8% of

the population of patients with metastatic CRC.

The design of the FOCUS4 trial was considered to be efficient in that it exploited the concept of a

population-enriched design, with the aim of evaluating multiple treatments and multiple biomarkers

and, thereby, including most patients with a given type of cancer in the trial, irrespective of their

biomarker categorisation. Each treatment was evaluated first in the cohort of patients for whom

the biomarker was hypothesised to be predictive of response. If appropriate, the hypothesis of

the predictive ability of the biomarker was subsequently tested by evaluating the agent in the

biomarker-negative patients. It was not assumed that a treatment would work only in biomarker-

positive patients, although it was assumed that a treatment that did not demonstrate efficacy in

the selected or enriched cohort did not require further evaluation in a biomarker-negative patient

population. This more efficient sequential testing approach had been favourably compared with other

existing trial designs.4

The random assignment of each comparison with placebo within the biomarker-defined groups in the

FOCUS4 trial design removed the potential bias of the prognostic effects of certain biomarker-defined

groups. In addition, the FOCUS4 trial was adaptive in that random assignment to treatments that did

not seem to be sufficiently active could be discontinued; new biomarkers and treatments could be

introduced when warranted; and biomarkers could be refined as new information from within or

outside the trial emerged.

The approach used in the FOCUS4 trial was driven by advances in the molecular understanding of

CRC and the development of new targeted therapies, which demand the evaluation of these therapies

in subsets of the CRC patient population that are mostly likely to derive benefit from the treatment.

This need is evidenced by the failure of many classic trials to show benefit for new treatments in CRC,2

demonstrating the clear need for a new paradigm in the drive for progress.
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Use of molecular classification in FOCUS4

In the FOCUS4 trial, patients were allocated to the comparison subtrials, which were initially defined by

four specific molecular cohorts, with another cohort for patients whose cancer could not be classified

into a specific molecular cohort. Cohorts could change as data became available during the trial.

The initial five molecular cohorts in the FOCUS4 trial, which were allocated to comparison subtrials

referred to as FOCUS4-A, -B, -C, -D and -N, were as follows:

l BRAF mutation (FOCUS4-A). BRAF mutations are more frequent in the presence of microsatellite

instability (MSI) and arise more commonly in right-sided colon carcinomas and have a reasonably

consistent gene expression signature.5 In the Medical Research Council (MRC) COntinuous or

INtermittent (COIN) trial,6 8% of patients had BRAF mutations. Patients with this molecular

classification and with normal platelets in the intermittent arm of the COIN trial had a median

overall survival (OS) of 14.8 months and a median progression-free survival (PFS) in the interval off

therapy of 3.1 months.

l PIK3CAmutation or profound loss of phosphatase and tensin homologue (PTEN) expression (FOCUS4-B).

These mutations lead to activation of the protein kinase B (AKT) signalling network, and approximately

half of the patients also have KRAS mutations. In addition, approximately 10% of patients have a loss

of PTEN expression by various mechanisms, including mutation, methylation silencing of the promoter

and microRNA inhibition. The TCGA report7 has identified increased signalling through the insulin-like

growth factor (IGF) receptor owing to amplification of IGF2 as an important additional driver within

this pathway. PIK3CAmutations have been identified as one of the most common mutations in cancer

and were identified in 13% of patients in the COIN trial.6 Patients with PIK3CA or PIK3R1 mutations

or profound loss of PTEN expression account for approximately 20–30% of the CRC population and

have activated AKT signalling. Patients with this molecular classification and with normal platelets

in the intermittent arm of the COIN trial had a median OS of 16.9 months and a median PFS in the

interval off therapy of 2.7 months. These figures were similar whether or not a KRAS/NRAS mutation

was also present.

l KRAS or NRAS mutation (FOCUS4-C). Expression profile analysis shows a variation in gene expression

patterns in tumours with KRAS mutation, with signalling down the canonical RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK

pathway dominating in about one-quarter, signalling through the PIK3-AKT-mTOR pathway in others

and diverse signalling in other tumours.8 In the COIN trial,6 44% of patients exhibited either KRAS or

NRAS mutations, rising to 52% of those who also exhibited PIK3CA mutation. Patients with this

molecular classification and with normal platelets in the intermittent arm of the COIN trial6 had a

median OS of 18.4 months and a median PFS in the interval off therapy of 3.0 months.

l Wild type for all the above mutations (EGFR dependent) (FOCUS4-D). Patients with these tumours

are wild type for BRAF, PIK3CA, KRAS and NRAS and do not have loss of PTEN, and include

the subset of patients who respond best to EGFR-targeted monoclonal antibodies. In addition,

mutations or amplification in human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER) 2 occur in around 5%

and overexpression of HER3 in around 50% of these patients. In the COIN trial,6 42% of patients

were free from all four above mutations. Patients with this molecular classification and with normal

platelets in the intermittent arm of the COIN trial6 had a median OS of 19.1 months and a median

PFS in the interval off treatment of 3.3 months. In the COIN-B trial,9 the equivalent figures were

20.0 months and 4.4 months, respectively, albeit with small patient numbers, indicating that

prognosis is potentially good among such patients.

l Non-stratified group (unclassified) (FOCUS4-N). Approximately 2% of patients with CRC have

tumours that cannot be classified successfully; these patients were included in the non-stratified

group. In addition, this cohort included those patients eligible for comparisons that were suspended

between novel therapy evaluations or patients who chose not to participate in their specific

molecular comparison for reasons such as distance to an experimental therapy centre. Once a

patient entered a particular comparison subtrial, they could not enter another FOCUS4 comparison

at another time.
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The identification of novel biomarkers and their link to the selection of patients for specific therapy is

a fast-moving field. Therefore, an essential feature of FOCUS4 was the capacity to introduce novel

biomarkers once they had been sufficiently validated to identify newly characterised tumour subgroups

for evaluation of therapies hypothesised to be effective in the identified patient subpopulations. Therefore,

the FOCUS4 trial incorporated some accepted biomarkers (e.g. KRAS mutation), some biomarkers reaching

consensus (e.g. BRAF mutation) and other biomarkers for which further development and refinement was

required (e.g. PTEN, mRNA for epiregulin) but could be accomplished within the trial itself.

FOCUS4 was structured to provide an overarching recruitment and biomarker identification strategy,

which was linked to a series of randomised comparison subtrials between novel and control treatments

for the identified subpopulations. During the trial, some of these interventions could have been shown

to lack sufficient activity and would be accordingly withdrawn and replaced by new agents or by new

biomarker-defined groups.

Within the individual comparison subtrials for each molecular cohort, the novel therapy comparisons were

double blind and placebo controlled where possible. However, patients in FOCUS4-N were allocated to

either capecitabine or active monitoring; this was, therefore, an open-label, unblinded subtrial.

Aims and objectives

The primary objectives of the FOCUS4 trial were to answer the following research questions:

l Clinical benefit . In the interval following standard first-line chemotherapy, do the proposed

interventions improve PFS and eventually OS compared with a control group in the biomarker-

defined cohorts?

l Improvement in trial design and conduct. To understand better the challenges and efficiencies

of conducting a large, molecularly stratified platform trial in metastatic CRC in the UK health-

care system.
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Chapter 2 Methods

Trial design

FOCUS4 used some of the methods of the multiarm, multistage (MAMS) randomised trial design.10–12

After registration and biomarker assessment during a planned 16 weeks of standard first-line

chemotherapy, patients were stratified into one of four biologically defined cohorts (A to D), as

detailed in Figure 1. Figure 1a presents the original trial schema when the trial was activated in 2014,

but the adaptive nature of the design allowed it to change over time, and many iterations occurred

before the final schema, which is presented in Figure 1b. If stable or responding disease was confirmed

at the end of 16 weeks, patients were then enrolled into the corresponding randomised trial of the novel

targeted agent(s) or, for travel, logistic or technical reasons, to the one conventional chemotherapy

maintenance trial (i.e. FOCUS4-N).

Key principles of the FOCUS4 trial design

The design of the FOCUS4 trial was based on seven key principles, as discussed below. These principles

are also described by Kaplan et al.13

Key principle 1
Key principle 1 was to evaluate multiple treatments and biomarkers in the same protocol, including

as many patients as possible with a given disease, with separate clinical questions for as many

marker-defined subgroups as are supported by current evidence.

Incorporating multiple treatments across multiple population-enriched biomarker-defined trials fits

into conventional clinical practice patterns, in which patients with one type of cancer are managed

in a common manner with similar protocols. In CRC, this single treatment approach for all has evolved

into two clinical pathways: first, for patients with KRAS wild-type tumours (for whom EGFR-targeted

monoclonal antibodies may be planned) and, second, for those with KRAS-mutated tumours. As further

individualisation of treatment approaches occurs, managing separately co-ordinated clinical research

efforts, which often involve different collaborators and different research teams, becomes progressively

more unwieldy and inefficient. The approach used in FOCUS4 filters all eligible patients into one

overarching clinical trial programme; this design offers clear efficiency gains in both cost and time

compared with running multiple individual trials to evaluate different treatments under separate

protocols. This design also increases the likelihood that the investment leads to discovery of effective

treatments and halts further development of ineffective treatments in this disease setting. Further

efficiency is inherent in biomarker analysis being set up to include all diagnostic tests for the differing

subgroups. So far as is scientifically feasible, an inclusive trial allows the maximum number of patients

to participate and maximises the potential to recruit rare subtypes. It allows for maximum flexibility in

refinement of the biomarker cohort definitions in response to developing clinical data from both within

and outside the trial, and provides administrative and organisational efficiencies.

Key principle 2
For key principle 2, in the initial stages, assess each treatment in the presumptive biomarker-enriched

subset (thus exploiting the putative link between biomarkers and novel treatments with corresponding

mechanisms of action), but without assuming that this association would be confirmed in later stages.
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FIGURE 1 FOCUS4 trial programme schema: registration, randomisation and treatment. (a) Original schema; and (b) final
schema. a, The molecular cohorts are arranged in a hierarchy from left to right. For example, a patient with both a BRAF and a
PIK3CA mutation are classified into the BRAF mutation cohort. AM, active monitoring; EREG, epiregulin; FFPE, formalin fixed,
paraffin embedded; HER, human epidermal growth factor receptor; PTEN, phosphatase and tensin homologue.
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In oncology, even when novel agents are found to be active, the expected biomarker selection may

not apply.14 A key strength of the FOCUS4 protocol is that it neither assumes that any encouraging

outcome results are limited to the biomarker selection nor expends numbers of biomarker-negative

patients until there is a positive signal from the initial staged analyses (stages 1 to 2). Therefore, entry

into the earlier phases of the evaluation of a novel treatment was restricted to those patients who

were thought to be most likely to respond. Once the significance level associated with the activity

of the experimental treatment fell to less than a given value, there was the option to open a similar

efficacy evaluation among those patients who did not show the positivity of the biomarker in their

tumour (i.e. off-target effect), using the same type of lack-of-activity assessments, to refute or confirm

activity in this complementary population of patients. This approach builds on the putative link

between the biomarker and drug efficacy but does not presume that this is a certainity.

Key principle 3
Key principle 3 was to use randomised evidence with a control group for each biomarker/treatment

cohort evaluation (eliminating confounding resulting from prognostic biomarker effects).

Constructing the protocol as a set of parallel randomised comparisons ensured that the measured or

unmeasured prognostic effects of different biomarkers did not confound the assessment of treatment

efficacy, meaning that any benefits were ascribed to the new treatment and not the potential

prognostic effect of the marker.

Key principle 4
Key principle 4 was to ensure rapid evaluation of each new treatment, which involves (1) incorporating

the flexibility of Phase II and III components into each trial and (2) targeting a reasonably large treatment

effect, with discontinuation of random assignment to treatments that are unpromising or overwhelmingly

effective as early and reliably as possible.

For the individual trials within the protocol, a larger effect size could be targeted than might be chosen

in a more traditional trial. This could be undertaken for two reasons. First, enrichment of the population

meant that a somewhat larger effect could be expected, even if enrichment excluded only a proportion of

those who did not benefit. Second, there are currently a large number of potential treatments available

for evaluation and, therefore, it was reasonable to seek a larger treatment effect than if only a limited

number of new treatments were available for testing.

A key aspect of the FOCUS4 protocol was the flexibility to have both Phase II and Phase III components

for each randomised comparison, with the potential to move seamlessly from Phase II to Phase III. The aim

of the Phase III component was to determine if, in the interval after standard first-line chemotherapy, the

proposed novel agents improved PFS and potentially (in some of the larger cohorts) OS, compared with

placebo, within the biomarker-defined populations. Use of PFS and OS could be particularly important

when agents with different mechanisms of action are being tested. This is in preference to other earlier

outcomes of treatment response (e.g. disease response by response evaluation criteria in solid tumours),

which may not reliably translate into longer-term outcomes of importance to the patient. For each

agent-versus-placebo comparison, FOCUS4 employed a maximum of four stages:

l stage 1 – safety and screening for sufficient activity (relevant primary end point: PFS)
l stage 2 – screening for sufficient activity (relevant primary end point: PFS)

l stage 3 – efficacy (relevant primary end point: PFS)

l stage 4 – efficacy [relevant primary end point: OS (for those cohorts with sufficient patients)].

Stages 1 and 2 together can be considered analogous to a traditional Phase II trial, whereas continuing

into stages 3 and 4 can be considered functionally to complete a traditional Phase III trial. Such designs

can be adapted for different end points at different stages and use different decision criteria for

moving from one stage to another.
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For all therapies that passed activity screening in stage 2, a number of paths were possible. If no major

changes were to be made to the research arm (e.g. in biomarker selection criteria or agent dosing),

a seamless move to stage 3 was possible, with outcome data on all patients entered during stages 1

and 2 being used in stages 3 and 4. Alternatively, if a major change to a research arm was made,

the trial could still continue to the Phase III component (stages 3 and 4), but with outcome data

from only newly entered patients from that time forward contributing to the final (Phase III) analysis.

However, there was considerable efficiency even in this situation. This so-called new Phase III trial

did not require a new protocol and could be initiated by amendment and activated rapidly at all of

the sites already participating in the single FOCUS4 protocol. A final possibility was that, for reasons

external to the trial itself, the sponsor or funder could decide not to support continuation to the

Phase III stages. This could also happen in the face of a positive outcome in the activity screening

stages (e.g. if testing of the agent in other settings was planned). Note that such an outcome would

still be appropriately viewed as useful if it served to stimulate or facilitate additional trials. In such a

situation, other novel agent(s) could then be tested in the relevant cohort of FOCUS4.

For each of the trials within FOCUS4, the overall power was maintained at 80%, allowing for multiple

interim data looks, with a maximum 5% two-sided overall significance level (type I error rate). To

maintain 80% power overall (for each trial), the power of each trial for the primary analysis varied

from 85% to 95%, depending on the number and timing of the interim analyses.

Each biomarker-defined trial was considered separately in terms of the effect size (hazard ratio) to

be detected to suit issues relevant to specific biomarker cohorts or agents. An important distinction

between stage 2 (lack of sufficient activity) and stage 3 (efficacy) was the difference in type I error,

which was set higher for the stage 2 interim PFS analysis (one-sided 10%) than for the stage 3 main

PFS efficacy analysis (one-sided 2.5%).

Data for each of the trials were reviewed by the Independent Data Monitoring Committee (IDMC) at

each interim analysis. The committee could advise early closure of a trial in the event of overwhelming

evidence of efficacy, using a significance level of p = 0.001 as a guideline on the Phase III efficacy

outcome measure. This was considered at approximately the halfway point in terms of accrued number

of events for each biomarker-defined trial.

Key principle 5
Key principle 5 was to allow the possibility of refining any biomarkers throughout the course of the

trial, from either internal data or, more typically, data emerging outside the trial.

Biomarker definitions are constantly evolving. Although, for example, KRAS mutation was a multiply

confirmed predictive marker for use of anti-EGFR antibody therapy, it subsequently became clear that

not all KRAS mutations had identical effects, with some perhaps not even carrying the same negative

predictive value (e.g. KRAS G13D).3 Evolving data now suggest that expression of EGFR ligands, such as

epiregulin and amphiregulin, may also modulate response to this class of agents.15 Other alterations

elsewhere in the RASRAF–MEK–ERK and interacting pathways [e.g. phosphoinositide 3-kinase

(PI3K)–AKT–mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)] are almost certainly also of considerable

importance. An example of biomarker refinement would be the introduction of a new platform for

mutation assessment. Developments in molecular diagnostics are occurring at such a pace that older

technologies are continually being outperformed by newer technologies in cost and sample requirements.

Such refinements could be introduced into a continuing programme, such as FOCUS4, but with close

attention to quality assurance and a pre-planned parallel evaluation using both platforms for a period of

time to ensure comparability of assessment. If there proved a need to revise one or another biomarker

assay during the first two (signal-seeking) analysis stages, patients assigned on the basis of the earlier

assay would probably have had to be excluded from the definitive third- and fourth-stage analyses and

their possible use towards registration. The third-stage sample size might need to be increased, but the

overall time delay introduced in the stage 3 analysis would be minimal (months), because the trial would

already be activated and recruiting from a large number of sites.
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Key principle 6
Key principle 6 was to allow the possibility of introducing a new biomarker and treatment pairing into

the overall trial programme when evidence warranted.

The flexibility inherent in the FOCUS4 design created opportunities to further adapt the trial to

accommodate additional findings, typically from other research outside the trial. For instance, it is well

known that there is a cohort of patients with MMR deficiency within CRC. In earlier disease, these

patients amount to 15% of the total, but they have an improved prognosis, and series among metastatic

patients reveal only approximately 4% prevalence of MMR deficiency. At the time that FOCUS4 was

designed, there was no convincing case for testing a specific class of agent in this cohort. However,

during this period, the rapid emergence of immune checkpoint inhibitors transformed cancer therapy and

it is in the MMR-deficient subgroup of CRC that these agents have made a major impact. In principle, if

such evidence emerged during the course of the study, the protocol could be amended to open up a new

biomarker/treatment cohort by identifying the MMR-deficient cohort and testing the appropriate novel

agent(s) compared with placebo in this group. The introduction of such a new biomarker-defined cohort

during the trial would remove such patients from the other cohorts, but the introduction of a new cohort

would not compromise the study design, requiring only sample size adjustments.

Key principle 7
Key principle 7 was to investigate new treatments in the earliest and most likely responsive settings

that are clinically feasible. With many agents being developed and recognition that drug development

is a lengthy and expensive process, it is critical to seek strong positive signals as early as possible in

testing. When new agents are tested against all-comers and late in the natural history of the disease,

it is usually difficult to determine whether or not observed modest improvements are likely to hold up

with further testing, especially in earlier stages of disease.

In the FOCUS4 protocol, a four-stage selection process of patients for each trial was used, which improves

the chance of identifying clinical benefit from novel agents. First, patients with aggressive disease, as

manifested in a raised baseline platelet count, were excluded; this exclusion was later removed following

full analysis of the effect of raised baseline platelet count (thrombocytosis) in other trials. Second, only

those patients with stable or responding disease during 16 weeks of first-line systemic therapy were

included. This, therefore, specifically selected responding patients, in comparison with most study designs,

which select patients resistant to evaluate novel agents. Third, by testing the novel agents first in

the molecular cohort in which theoretically they should have the greatest benefit, the likelihood of

success was maximised. Finally, new agents are used on their own or in novel–novel combinations, after

standard treatment, thereby avoiding unpredictable negative pharmacological or toxicity interactions

with conventional chemotherapy, which has been seen repeatedly in CRC chemotherapy. Consequently,

randomisation occurs in a treatment window of opportunity or treatment break, which is a clinically

reasonable and safe strategy on the basis of randomised data from the COIN trial.16 Although this

strategy is somewhat unusual in CRC, there are many settings in the management of other tumours

in which periods of observation of patients off treatment are standard and could be used for such

window-of-opportunity trials. In FOCUS4, the setting has the advantage of allowing relatively new agents

to be tested in patients before the onset of chemotherapy resistance and yet well before comprehensive

data would become available with regard to combined administration along with chemotherapy.

Patient consent, registration and biomarker panel testing

Patients were approached to take part in FOCUS4 using a two-stage consent process. Initially, patient

consent was obtained for registration and permission for biomarker testing of their tumour tissue;

consent was also obtained when eligibility for particular comparisons had been established on the basis

of the test results. Patient information sheets were provided for each stage of consent and signed

consent forms were required prior to registration or randomisation.
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Patients were registered via an online registration platform managed at the MRC Clinical Trials Unit

(CTU) at University College London (UCL). Male or female patients aged ≥ 18 years with World

Health Organization (WHO) status of 0, 1 or 2 were eligible for registration providing that they had

histologically confirmed adenocarcinoma of the small bowel or colon or rectum, with an accessible

diagnostic formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumour block taken prior to the commencement of

standard first-line treatment. They were required to have inoperable metastatic or locoregional disease

(synchronous or metachronous) that could be RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours)

reported (v1.1) with unidimensionally measurable disease identified by computed tomography (CT) no

more than 6 weeks before registration.

The movement of samples was tracked by the MRC CTU from the local site pathology department to

one of two mutually quality-assured laboratories in Cardiff (Department of Cellular Pathology and All

Wales Molecular Genomics Laboratory, Institute of Molecular Genetics, both located at University

Hospital of Wales) or one in Leeds (Division of Pathology and Data Analytics, Leeds Institute of Medical

Research at St James’s, University of Leeds). Laboratory testing initially comprised pyrosequencing of

the mutation hotspots, then, from August 2017, the use of whole-gene next-generation sequencing

(NGS), plus immunohistochemistry (IHC) for MMR proteins and PTEN. The technical components of the

biomarkers and inter-laboratory quality assurance have been described previously.17

Initially, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was extracted from FFPE tissue and analysed using pyrosequencing

to obtain the tumour mutation profile across known mutation hotspots in KRAS, NRAS, PIK3CA and BRAF.

Further sections were stained on a DAKO Autostainer Link 48™ (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara,

CA, USA) to determine the protein expression of four mismatch repair (MMR) markers (MLH1, MSH2, MHS6

and PMS2) and PTEN. From August 2017, when FOCUS4-C was opened, the sequencing methodology was

changed to NGS to allow coverage of the full sequence of KRAS, NRAS, PIK3CA and BRAF, and the addition of

TP53. The GeneRead Clinically Relevant Mutation panel (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) was used, adhering to

the manufacturer’s instructions. Results were uploaded to the centralised trial database from each laboratory.

Where FFPE tumour blocks contained insufficient tumour tissue, an alternative tumour block was requested.

If an alternative was unavailable, the patient was still eligible for entry into FOCUS4-N.

Participating sites

A total of 104 hospitals were activated in FOCUS4 across all four devolved UK nations. All sites were

able to register patients into FOCUS4; however, given that the drugs being tested in the randomised

comparisons varied widely, and included novel unlicensed drugs and generic therapies, sites were

assessed for relevant capacity and expertise for participation in each of the comparisons. Sites were

classified into three levels:

l Level 1 sites (n = 51). Hospitals with clinical trial experience but without the required expertise for

testing unlicensed therapies. Level 1 sites could register patients and recruit into FOCUS4-B

(testing aspirin) and FOCUS4-N (testing capecitabine).

l Level 2 sites (n = 29). Hospitals with experience of testing both licensed and unlicensed drugs but

without extensive early phase experience. Level 2 sites could register patients and randomise into

FOCUS4-B, FOCUS4-D, FOCUS4-N and eventually into FOCUS4-C when safety and tolerability of

the wee-1 inhibitor had been assessed by the IDMC.

l Level 3 sites (n = 23). Hospitals with early phase experience and extensive clinical trials experience

of licensed and unlicensed drugs. Level 3 sites could register and randomise into all comparisons.

Statistical design and methods

FOCUS4 was designed to allow comparisons to be added into the platform as new agents became

available or drop agents if prespecified interim analyses indicated a lack of sufficient drug activity.
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Decisions on the stopping of particular comparisons were based on MAMS statistical methodology

such that the IDMC were provided with prespecified stopping guidelines for each comparison and

asked to review the data in confidence at interim analyses and make recommendations on whether to

continue or stop the comparison; the statistical analysis plan (SAP) is presented at www.fundingawards.

nihr.ac.uk/award/11/100/50. These recommendations were considered by the Trial Steering Committee

(TSC) and Trial Management Group (TMG) without sight of any data before a stop/go decision was

made for that comparison.

Molecular assays

Details of the molecular assays used for molecular characterisation of the tumour samples are presented

in the following sections. Parts of this section are reproduced by Richman et al.17 This is an Open Access

article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0)

license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial

use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

The text below includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original text.

In addition, a copy of the Biomarker Laboratory Manual is provided in Report Supplementary Material 1.

Sample processing
A series of 5-mm-thick sections were taken from each block, the first of which was used for haematoxylin

and eosin staining, to identify the area of greatest tumour density, and the rest made available for DNA

extraction and whole-section IHC. From the residual blocks, tissue microarrays (TMAs) were created,

comprising four 0.6-mm tumour tissue cores and one core, if available, of ‘tumour-associated’ normal

tissue. To reduce tissue use, the TMAs were prepared only once, in Cardiff, and then shipped to Leeds,

where sections were cut and used for IHC.

DNA macrodissection and extraction
The spare sections from the resection blocks were marked out for the richest areas of neoplastic

cell content, using the corresponding haematoxylin- and eosin-stained section as a guide, and were

macrodissected. DNA was extracted in Leeds using the QIAGEN QIAamp DNA Extraction Kit and in

Cardiff using the QIAGEN EZ1 following the manufacturer’s standard protocol.

Mutation detection
The analysis of mutation hotspots was carried out by pyrosequencing within KRAS codons 12, 13, 61

and 146 (exons 2, 3 and 4); BRAF codon 600 (exon 15); NRAS codons 12, 13 and 61 (exons 2 and 3);

and PIK3CA codons 542, 545, 546 and 1047 (exons 9 and 20). Pyrosequencing was carried out in each

laboratory using a PyroMark Q96 (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). A negative water control and a positive

control for each assay were included in every sample run. Raw data files were used to generate

pyrograms for interpretation by qualified personnel.

Next-generation sequencing
Next-generation sequencing was used for the detection of mutations in the KRAS, NRAS, BRAF, PIK3CA

and TP53 genes. All samples were analysed for mutations at specified codons/exons within the following

genes: BRAF codons 599, 600 and 601 (exon 15); KRAS codons 12 and 13 (exon 2), 61 (exon 3), 117 and

146 (exon 4); NRAS codons 12 and 13 (exon 2), 61 (exon 3), 117 and 146 (exon 4); PIK3CA codons 542,

545, 546 (exon 10*), 1047 and 1049 (exon 21*); and TP53. *Note: PIK3CA numbering corrected from

previous standard operating procedures versions in line with ref sequence NM_006218.2 (previously

referred to as exons 9 and 20).

Any changes in these specific codons were reported, as long as they were not considered to be

polymorphisms. Full details of the NGS methods can be found in the Laboratory Manual.
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Mismatch repair status determination
All four immunohistochemical analyses were carried out on a DAKO Autostainer Link 48 (Ely, UK)

using DAKO pre-programmed protocols, which were available with the Autostainer. Antigen retrieval

was performed in the accompanying PT-Link chamber with high-pH DAKO target retrieval solution,

in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. Slides were rinsed with DAKO wash buffer prior to

loading into the Autostainer. DAKO ready-to-use antibodies were used for MLH1 (IR079), MSH2

(IR085) and MSH6 (IR086). DAKO PMS2 (M3674) was used at a dilution of 1 : 40. Sections from the

two validation TMAs were stained with each antibody, then corresponding whole sections were also

stained in cases where the cores appeared negative or equivocal or for cases where all cores had been

lost from the TMA section. Tumours were deemed positive if any proportion of the tumour nuclei was

positively stained, or negative where all discernible tumour nuclei were negative in the local presence

of positively staining stromal and infiltrating lymphocytic cells. Any samples appearing wholly negative

with respect to both tumour and stromal components were deemed to be of indeterminate status.

Phosphatase and tensin homologue protein expression
Immunohistochemical staining was carried out using the DAKO Autostainer Link 48. Antigen retrieval

was carried out in the accompanying PT-Link chamber with high-pH DAKO target retrieval solution,

in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. Slides were rinsed with DAKO wash buffer prior to

loading into the Autostainer. DAKO PTEN antibody (M3627) was used at a predetermined dilution of

1 : 100. Both validation TMAs were stained, along with all corresponding whole sections. The presence

and intensity grade of cytoplasmic staining in the tumour component was noted (0 = negative; 1 =weak

cytoplasmic staining, less intense than the surrounding stroma; 2 =moderate cytoplasmic staining,

where staining is equal in intensity to the adjacent stromal staining; and 3 = strong cytoplasmic staining,

where staining is stronger in intensity to the adjacent stromal staining). For the purposes of randomised

stratification of patients, any positive result was reported as ‘no loss’ of PTEN, whereas the negative

result was reported as ‘absence’ of PTEN. Three FFPE cell lines (LNCaP, PTEN negative; ZR-75–1, a weak

expresser of PTEN; and MCF7, which overexpresses PTEN) were used to create a mini control TMA,

which was stained along with each section. A suspension was generated from each cell line, which was

subsequently spun down, fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin, added to 12% Noble agar at a 1 : 1

ratio, processed and paraffin embedded. Three cores were taken from each and embedded into a new

paraffin block to create the mini ‘control TMA’. A section of this was cut onto the same slide as each of

the 97 validation samples.

Data validation
Each laboratory sent the results of all analyses directly to the MRC CTU for independent cross-referencing.

Any discrepant results were discussed between the biomarker teams from both laboratories until a final

unanimous result was agreed on.

A copy of the master protocol and of the protocols for the comparison subtrials can be found on the

FOCUS4 trial website (www.focus4trial.org/; accessed 28 October 2022).
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Chapter 3 Results from the registration period

Details of the methods used for the registration period can be found in Chapter 2.

Activation and recruitment

FOCUS4 was approved by the UK National Ethics Committee Oxford – Panel C (reference 13/SC/0111)

and by the relevant regulatory body, the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)

(CTA 20363/0400/001 and EudraCT 2012-005111-12), in May 2013. FOCUS4 opened to recruitment

in January 2014, with two subtrials activated (FOCUS4-D and FOCUS4-N). Over the following 6 years,

103 UK sites were opened and subsequent substantial amendments approved the inclusion of two

further subtrials (FOCUS4-B and FOCUS4-C). The trial centres, investigators and co-investigators

are listed in Report Supplementary Material 2. Considerable challenges were encountered in engaging

pharmaceutical companies to test therapies in the platform, with 20 drug combinations explored for

inclusion. Of the five subtrials that had been planned to open at the design stage (FOCUS4-A, -B, -C, -D

and -N), only four were activated (FOCUS4-B, -C, -D and -N) and only three reported results (FOCUS4-C,

-D and -N), with FOCUS4-B stopping early on grounds of futility (see Figure 1).

Results from registration

Between January 2014 and October 2020, 1434 patients were registered from 88 UK hospitals, and 316

were randomised into a comparison subtrial (25%). A flow chart of patients during the registration period

is presented according to the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) criteria in Figure 2.

Biomarker analysis was undertaken on 1382 samples and the median time from registration to the

availability of the biomarker results was 6 weeks [interquartile range (IQR) 4.3–8.3 weeks]. Molecular

stratification was successful in 1291 out of 1382 (93%) samples received and was processed with mutations

identified in the following genes: BRAF (10%), PIK3CA (14%), KRAS (53%), NRAS (6%), TP53 (69%),

RAS + TP53 (32%), BRAF-PIK3CA-RAS wild type (26%) and deficient MMR (3%), as presented in Table 1.

Three molecularly targeted subtrials were activated:

l FOCUS4-D –

¢ February 2014 to March 2016
¢ evaluated ErbB kinase inhibitor sapitinib (AZD8931, AstraZeneca UK, Cambridge, UK) in the

BRAF-PIK3CA-RAS wild-type subgroup.

l FOCUS4-B –

¢ February 2016 to July 2018

¢ evaluated aspirin in the PIK3CA-mutant subgroup.

l FOCUS4-C –

¢ June 2017 to October 2020

¢ evaluated adavosertib (AstraZeneca Ltd, Cambridge, UK) in the RAS+ TP53 double-mutant subgroup.

l FOCUS4-A for the BRAF-mutant subgroup was not activated, despite a full protocol being prepared,

because the data emerging from studies of the planned triplet combination (dabrafenib, panitumumab

and trametinib) were determined not to warrant further investigation by the company involved.
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In addition, FOCUS4-N was active throughout and evaluated capecitabine monotherapy compared with

a treatment break.

Of the 1315 patients completing 16 weeks of first-line therapy, 908 (68%) had disease stabilisation or

response and were potentially eligible for randomisation. Of these, 361 were randomly allocated to

one of the comparison subtrials: FOCUS4-B (n = 6), FOCUS4-C (n = 69), FOCUS4-D (n = 32) and

FOCUS4-N (n = 254).

Registered
(n = 1434)

Sample successfully
analysed?

• FOCUS4-B or FOCUS4-N, n = 69 (5%)
• FOCUS4-D or FOCUS4-N, n = 100 (8%)
• FOCUS4-C or FOCUS4-N, n = 271 (21%)
• FOCUS4-N only, n = 851 (66%)

FOCUS4-N only
n = 91 (7%)

End-of-registration disease assessment

Missing data
n = 51 (4%)

Progressive disease
n = 356 (27%)

Complete/partial response or stable disease
n = 908 (69%)

Sample sent to
laboratory
(n = 1402)

Samples received
and processed

(n = 1382)

Not randomised
n = 954 (73% of 1315)

Randomised
n = 361 (39% of 924)

n = 547

FOCUS4-N
n = 254 (70%)

Molecular
comparisons
n = 107 (30%)

• FOCUS4-B, n = 6
• FOCUS4-C, n = 69
• FOCUS4-D, n = 32

• Only eligible for FOCUS4-N,
    n = 222 (61%)
• Also eligible for FOCUS4-B, n = 7
• Also eligible for FOCUS4-C,
    n = 13
• Also eligible for FOCUS4-D,
    n = 22

Of the 547 patients with non-
progressive disease who did
not randomise, eligible for
• FOCUS4-B or FOCUS4-N,
    n = 29 (5%)
• FOCUS4-C or FOCUS4-N,
    n = 85 (16%)
• FOCUS4-D or FOCUS4-N,
    n = 25 (5%)
• FOCUS4-N only, n = 407
    (75%)

Yes, n = 1291 No, n = 91

Completed f irst-line therapy
(n = 1315)

Eligibility for trial comparison(s) based on biomarker results

FIGURE 2 The CONSORT flow diagram of patients during registration period of FOCUS4.
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The choice of first-line therapies used during the registration period is summarised in Table 2.

Treatment with EGFR-targeted monoclonal antibodies was administered according to NHS access or

Cancer Drug Fund restrictions.

Details on biomarker prevalence and rates of disease progression during the registration period are

presented in Table 3 (see also Table 1).

TABLE 2 Choice of first-line therapies during registration

Chemotherapy regimen
(ordered by frequency) All registered patients, n (%)

FOLFIRI 422 (29)

CAPOX 301 (22)

FOLFIRI +CET/PAN 218 (15)

FOLFOX 215 (15)

CAP alone 47 (3)

FOLFOX+CET/PAN 46 (3)

FOLFOXIRI 28 (2)

CAPIRI 20 (1)

FOLFOX+ BEV 16 (1)

CAPOX+CET/PAN 15 (1)

FOLFIRI + BEV 10 (1)

Other 46 (3)

Data not available 50 (4)

BEV, bevacizumab; CAP, capecitabine; CAPIRI, capecitabine, irinotecan;
CAPOX, capecitabine, oxaliplatin; CET, cetuximab; FOLFIRI, leucovorin,
fluorouracil, irinotecan; FOLFOX, leucovorin, fluorouracil, oxaliplatin;
FOLFOXIRI, leucovorin, fluorouracil, oxaliplatin, irinotecan; PAN, panitumumab.

TABLE 1 Biomarker prevalence across all registered patients

Biomarker
Total with successful
test result (n)a

Total with mutations,
PTEN loss or MSI (n) Observed (%) Expected (%)b

BRAF mutation 1260 125 10 8

PIK3CA mutation 1245 179 14 13

KRAS mutation 1264 666 53 42

NRAS mutation 1264 72 6 4

PTEN loss 1260 91 7 10

Wild type (i.e. none of the
above, c.f. FOCUS4-D)

1243 328 26 42

TP53 805 556 69 NR

TP53 + RAS mutation (cf.
FOCUS4-C)

805 332 41 23

Presence of deficient MMR 1255 33 3 4

NR, not reported.
a Each row may total less than 1291 owing to independent test failures.
b As described in FOCUS4 Master Protocol Section 1.2.1, using data from the MRC COIN trial.18
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Failed endeavours

The continuous pursuit of new agents for testing in the FOCUS4 platform accounted for a lot of

the investigator’s time. During the course of the trial, a total of 20 therapeutic interventions were

explored and presented to the joint National Institute for Health and Care Research (NIHR) Efficacy

and Mechanism Evaluation (EME)/Cancer Reserch UK funding subboard for peer-review approval,

but only four culminated in an activated comparison (Table 4). Reasons for non-activation were

TABLE 3 Disease response to first-line therapy by biomarker group

Molecular cohort Randomisation status

Disease assessment, n (%)

CR/PR/stable disease PD Missinga Total

BRAF mutant Not randomised 43 (48) 40 (45) 6 89

FOCUS4-N 30 0 0 30

Subtotal 73 (61) 40 (34) 6 119

PIK3CA mutantb Not randomised 60 (60) 38 (38) 2 100

FOCUS4-B 6 0 0 6

FOCUS4-N 26 0 0 26

Subtotal 92 (70) 38 (29) 2 132

RAS mutantc Not randomised 142 (59) 82 (34) 18 242

FOCUS4-N 103 0 0 103

Subtotal 245 (71) 82 (24) 18 345

RAS+ TP53 mutantd Not randomised 85 (47) 87 (48) 10 182

FOCUS4-C 69 0 0 69

FOCUS4-N 13 0 0 13

Subtotal 167 (63) 87 (33) 10 264

All wild type Not randomised 159 (65) 74 (30) 12 245

FOCUS4-D 32 0 0 32

FOCUS4-N 57 0 0 57

Subtotal 248 (74) 74 (22) 12 334

Non-stratified Not randomised 58 (60) 35 (36) 3 96

FOCUS4-N 25 0 0 25

Subtotal 83 (69) 35 (29) 3 121

Overall Not randomised 547 (57) 356 (37) 51 954

FOCUS4-B 6 0 0 6

FOCUS4-C 69 0 0 69

FOCUS4-D 32 0 0 32

FOCUS4-N 254 0 0 254

Total 908 (69) 356 (27) 51 1315

CR, complete response; PD, progressive disease; PR, partial response.
a Data not entered.
b Includes RAS± TP53 mutations prior to March 2017.
c Regardless of TP53 status prior to March 2017.
d After March 2017 only; includes PIK3CA mutations.
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TABLE 4 Proposed interventions by biomarker group, with outcome

Cohort Biomarker
Biomarker
incidence Intervention Outcome

A1 BRAF V600E mutation 10% BRAF inhibitor and MEK
inhibitor

Science evolved

A2 BRAF V600E mutation 10% Dabrafenib (tafinlar, Novartis
Pharmaceuticals UK Ltd,
London, UK), trametinib
(mekinist, Novartis
Pharmaceuticals UK Ltd) and
panitumumab (vectibix, Amgen,
Thousand Oaks, CA, USA)

GlaxoSmithKline plc (Brentford,
UK) sold oncology portfolio to
Novartis (Basel, Switzerland).
Novartis found activity
insufficient to support trial

B1 PIK3CA mutant or PTEN
loss on IHC

22% Dual PI3K inhibitor/mTOR
inhibitor

Insufficient evidence of benefit
with evolving data to obtain
pharmaceutical engagement

B2 PIK3CA mutation 12% Aspirin FOCUS4-B trial

C1 KRAS/NRAS mutation 45% MEK inhibitor and PI3K
inhibitor

Found to be too toxic in
early studies

C2 RAS mutation +HLA
A-2

20% IMA 190 peptide vaccine
(Immatics, Tuebingen, Germany)

Company did not commit

C3A H3K36me3 loss < 2% Wee1 inhibitor, AZD1775
(adavosertib, AstraZeneca UK)

Biomarker validation showed
very low incidence of loss
in CRC

C3B RAS+ TP53 double
mutation

30% Wee1 inhibitor, AZD1775 FOCUS4-C trial

C3C ATM loss 6% ATM inhibitor, AZD6738 Company did not support
concept

D1 KRAS, NRAS and BRAF
wild type

40% pan-HER inhibitor, AZD7941 FOCUS4-D trial

D2 KRAS, NRAS and BRAF
wild type

40% MM151 Company sold asset prior to
contract

D3 Triple wild type, HER2
negative

25% Cetuximab and CDK4/6
inhibitor

Data from SCCHN19

D4 Triple wild type, HER2
overexpressed

2% Trastuzumab (Herceptin, F.
Hoffman-La Roche Ltd, Basel,
Switzerland) and CDK4/6
inhibitor

Biomarker incidence too low

E1 MMR deficient and
POLE mutant

4% Avelumab (Bavencio, Merck
KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany and
Pfizer Inc., New York, NY, USA)

Company did not support
concept

E2 MMR deficient or TGFb
activated

30% Bintrafusp alpha EME programme did not
extend grant

F Wnt ligand dependant,
axin 2 overexpressed

9% RXC004 porcupine inhibitor EME programme did not
extend grant

G ALK/ROS rearrangements 2% Crizotinib (Zalkori, Pfizer Inc.) Biomarker incidence too low

N1 Non-stratified group N/A Capecitabine FOCUS4-N trial reported and
met primary end point

N2 Non-stratified group N/A Add TAS-102 randomisation Global company did not
support concept

N3 Non-stratified group N/A Metronomic cyclophosphamide EME programme did not
extend grant

mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin; N/A, not applicable; PI3K, phosphoinositide 3-kinase; SCCHN, squamous cell
carcinoma head and neck.
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predominantly failure of drugs at early clinical testing in this advanced metastatic disease setting;

however, protocol development and contract negotiations had often progressed a long way and

considerable resource had been used up for ultimately futile collaborations. Other endeavours failed

bceause of strategic shifts

within companies, including the selling of assets suddenly and unexpectedly. Markers with incidence

below 5% were also generally deemed too infrequent to pursue, although we have seen the very

successful evaluation and licensing of immune checkpoint inhibitors in the MSI-high subgroup, which

occurs in only 4% of metatastic CRCs.

Discussion and conclusions

Parts of this section have been reproduced with permission from Brown et al.20 This is an Open Access

article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0)

license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use,

provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The text

below includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original text.

Adaptive trials not only provide significant advantages in the evaluation of multiple novel therapies in a

disease setting, but also provide major challenges in their design, funding and delivery. FOCUS4 was

jointly funded by the MRC/NIHR EME programme and Cancer Research UK (CRUK), with a combined

budget (£3.6M) that was large in 2012 but small compared with current major molecularly stratified

platform studies. Joint funding added a delay to trial initiation and review of amendments (performed via

a sub-board representing both funders). For these trials to fulfil their aim of flexibility and nimbleness, it

is important to learn and implement the lessons of undertaking complex trials in the era of the pandemic,

particularly in terms of protocol and amendment approval, as recently espoused in the UK.21

The key features of the FOCUS4 design have all proved to be robust in the application. The use of PFS

in the maintenance setting as the primary end point has been shown to be an effective indicator of

agents with activity, which may not have been revealed through a more conventional assessment of

response in end-stage patients. This is of particular relevance for trials in the maintenance therapy

setting. It was not possible to progress a therapy as planned through to evaluate whether or not the

activity was specific to the molecular subgroup initially identified. Nor did it prove possible to move

from Phase II to Phase III testing. These limitations were due to timing and funding availability rather

than design failure.

The setting of the interval after 16 weeks of induction chemotherapy for patients with metastatic

disease is a novel one. The registration of olapraib (Lynparza, Astrazeneca) in this setting of olaparib in

platinum-sensitive ovarian cancer has made this a more recognisable route to registration. It builds on

a pattern of practice of allowing patients a complete break from therapy following several months of

induction chemotherapy, which is evidence based. Although this method is not unique to the UK, it is

perhaps more widely utilised in the UK than in many other countries. This may change as a result of the

COVID-19 pandemic, as patients now choose to spend more time away from hospitals and many have

preferred a move to remote monitoring.

Adding the complexity of molecular stratification to allocate patients into the optimal biomarker-defined

subgroup adds an extra layer of challenges, including the developmental status of the biomarker, the

predictive power of the biomarker and selectivity for the therapy being evaluated (which is usually

underdeveloped for any novel agent). Timely and reproducible delivery of the biomarker-testing panel,

understanding the prognostic impact of the biomarker selection and the need to accommodate biomarker-

negative patients remains critical to success. During FOCUS4, the simple mutation-based stratification

process for many of the biomarkers that we tested has become part of standard care. In the future,
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despite the now more widespread routine availability of NGS-based tumour profiling, trial-based

stratification testing will continue to need to provide transcriptomic and other more sophisticated

analyses. It may be that the revolution in digital pathology and artificial intelligence will enable some

biological stratification to be achieved directly from routine images, as shown recently with consensus

molecular subgroup subtyping.22

Rates of allocation into biomarker-selected groups are often very low in precision medicine studies,

as exemplified by the Lung-Matrix Trial23 and the Lung-Map Trial.24 In the largest study of this kind,

National Cancer Institute (NCI)-Match,25 5954 patients were enrolled with refractory malignancies,

of whom 17.8% were assigned to a targeted therapy. Among these, 848 patients with CRC were

registered, 13.7% of whom were assigned and 10% enrolled into a specific therapy trial.26 In FOCUS4,

rather than assigning patients in non-randomised cohorts to therapies with hypothesised efficacy,

361 out of 1434 (25%) registered patients were randomised into a specified subtrial, and 107 (7.5%)

of the registered patients were randomised into molecularly stratified subtrials. This attrition related

to three main factors: (1) inadequacy of sample submission or analysis (10%), (2) death or progressive

disease during induction therapy (27%) or (3) lack of availability of a suitable molecular subtrial or lack

of patient consent when the patient was eligible for randomisation (60% of those potentially eligible).

However, as shown in the evaluation of adavosertib in FOCUS4-C,27 randomisation against a control

arm was critical to demonstrating efficacy, which would probably have been overlooked in a non-

randomised design.

It is notable from the RECOVERY trial28 that negative results are more likely but are just as important

as positive results in tackling diseases of high unmet clinical need. To date, the RECOVERY trial28

has identified four positive results [dexamethasone, tocilizumab, baricitinib (Olumiant®, Eli Lilly and

Company, Indianapolis, IND, USA) and the combination of Casirivimab and imdevimab (Ronapreve,

Roche, Basel, Switzerland)] and seven negative results since its set-up in March 2020. NCI-Match

has 39 cohorts: 12 have published final results to date,29 of which six have shown positive results.

In FOCUS4, two positive results (capecitabine and adavosertib) were reported, one clear negative

result and one feasibility failure.

Although non-commercial organisations may be best placed to set up and run such studies enabling

collaboration with different pharmaceutical companies for different agents, engagement with the

pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries is critical to success. A large amount of investigator time

was spent negotiating with companies to test their agents in the platform, but only 4 out of 20 drug

combinations explored came to fruition. To obtain approval from companies to include their agents,

a very robust approach to the development of preclinical data packages to support the selection of

particular drug/biomarker combinations is essential. This requires a well-funded, preclinical testing

collaboration, ideally with disease subtype-specific models using genetically engineered mouse models,

patient-derived xenograft and patient-derived organoids linked to detailed disease stratification information.

From this basis, strong applications can be made to pharma to include agents in such precision medicine

studies with a higher likelihood of success than was observed in FOCUS4. Only in the last 2 years has

this been available through separate funding streams (the MRC stratified medicine consortium S:CORT30

and the ACRCelerate collaboration31 jointly funded by CRUK, the Italian Association for Cancer Research

and the Spanish Association Against Cancer) and the fruit of this is yet to be seen to feed into an updated

precision medicine study in CRC.

The enterprise of precision medicine adaptive platform trials is a massive exercise in team science.

It is a tribute to the large body of investigators, research nurses and data managers at sites, laboratory

scientists and trial unit staff, with the support from the institutions, funders and pharmaceutical

companies, and, central to all of this, our patients, who have enabled us to complete this FOCUS4 trial.
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Chapter 4 Results from FOCUS4-B

Parts of this chapter have been reproduced with permission from Brown et al.20 This is an Open Access

article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0)

license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use,

provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The text

below includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original text.

Scientific rationale for FOCUS4-B

PIK3CA is one of the most commonly altered genes in CRC, with mutations found in 12–20% of cases

depending on whether the sequencing is limited to hotspot exons or covers the entire gene (i.e. broader

genetic testing of the entire gene identifies a higher number of mutations than testing limited to the most

common sites of mutation).32 PIK3CA encodes the catalytic p110α subunit of PI3K, a key node in the

PI3K–AKT pathway, which regulates cellular proliferation, apoptosis and metabolism.33 Approximately

two-thirds of PIK3CA mutations cluster to codons 542 and 545 in the exon 9 helical domain or to codon

1047 in the exon 20 kinase domain. Although they act through different mechanisms, both helical and

kinase domain substitutions cause constitutive activation of the PI3K–AKT pathway and are strongly

oncogenic in preclinical models.34 PIK3CA mutations in CRC are often associated with KRAS-activating

mutations35 (and also with NRAS- and BRAF-activating mutations) and are reported to correlate with other

clinicopathological features, such as right-sided cancers and tumoural MMR deficiency.36,37 Importantly,

in contrast to other molecular aberrations, such as MMR deficiency, the frequency of PIK3CA mutation in

metastatic CRC is broadly similar (12.7%) to that observed in early-stage disease,18 consistent with data

indicating that neither exon 9 nor exon 20 mutations are prognostic in isolation in early CRC.38 Similarly,

PIK3CA mutation does not appear to be prognostic in metastatic disease.18 Although it has been suggested

that CRCs with mutation of both PIK3CA exon 9 and PIK3CA exon 20 display poor outcome,35 the low

frequency (approximately 0.6%) of such double mutants means that validation is required. Emerging

data suggest that, similar to KRAS, BRAF and NRAS mutations, PIK3CA mutation may predict resistance

to cetuximab in metastatic CRC; however, the current evidence is conflicting (perhaps because of

the high frequency of concurrent activating mutations in KRAS and NRAS) and there are insufficient

analyses to inform practice.39,40

Unsurprisingly, given the high frequency of PIK3CA mutation in CRC and other solid tumours, much

attention has focused on the development of PI3K inhibitors. Although the high degree of conservation of

PI3K with other kinases has made the design of specific agents challenging, compounds with nanomolar

affinity have recently entered clinical practice.41 Disappointingly, emerging data from current early phase

clinical trials42 indicate that these drugs lack significant activity against CRC (either alone or in combination

with MEK inhibitors) and, therefore, are poor candidates for further development in this particular

disease. Our initial efforts to obtain these agents were, therefore, unfruitful. Therefore, at present,

no specific therapeutic strategies exist for the subgroup of patients with PIK3CA-mutant CRC.

Aspirin as an anti-cancer agent in colorectal cancer
Over the past two decades, multiple retrospective and prospective studies have unequivocally

demonstrated that regular use of aspirin and other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)

protects against the development of colorectal adenoma and CRC.43–46 More recently, aspirin has also

been shown to reduce the incidence of metastatic disease following CRC resection.47,48 In both cases,

the antineoplastic activity of aspirin is not only seen with high, multiple-daily dosing (300–600 mg four

times per day) required for its systemic anti-inflammatory effect owing to inhibition of cyclo-oxygenase 2

(COX-2), but also seen with low, once-daily dosing (70–100 mg once daily) at which the action of aspirin

is thought to be limited to an antiplatelet effect from irreversible inhibition of cyclo-oxygenase 1.48,49
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Platelets promote tumour growth and metastasis through multiple mechanisms, including protection of

circulating tumour cells from immune destruction by microthrombi formation, facilitation of tumour cell

extravasation at distant sites and secretion of tumourigenic growth factors, including platelet-derived

growth factor and vascular endothelial growth factor.50 Thrombocytosis predicts poor outcome in

patients with metastatic CRC,51 and platelet depletion inhibits tumour growth in animal models.52–54

These data, together with the recent demonstration that tumour self-seeding by circulating tumour

cells is an important promoter of cancer growth in mice,55 suggest that aspirin may demonstrate

anti-tumour activity in the context of advanced disease. Such an evaluation would complement the

investigation of aspirin as adjuvant therapy in CRC, which is to be determined by large randomised

trials that are currently recruiting (ASCOLT56) or in set-up (Add-Aspirin57).

PIK3CA mutation as an aspirin biomarker
Two large, retrospective studies35,58 have suggested that mutations in exons 9 and 20 of PIK3CA strongly

predict benefit of aspirin in CRC. The first, reported by Liao et al.,35 retrospectively analysed 964 patients

with a mixture of disease stages (stages 1–4). The subgroup of patients with stage 4 CRC in this study

was small (64 patients, 7% of the total of 964 patients). The study demonstrated that, among patients

with PIK3CA-mutant tumours, reduction in CRC-specific mortality was significantly greater in those

who were regular users of aspirin after diagnosis than in non-users of aspirin [multivariate adjusted

hazard ratio (HR) 0.18, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.06 to 0.61; p = 0.0001]. By contrast, patients with

tumours lacking PIK3CA mutations did not appear to benefit from aspirin use (HR 0.96, 95% CI 0.69 to

1.32; p = 0.76). Statistical analysis demonstrated a significant interaction between PIK3CA mutation and

aspirin use (p = 0.02).

These data were supported by analysis of the VICTOR study: a large, randomised controlled trial (RCT)

that compared the cyclo-oxygenase-2-specific inhibitor rofecoxib with placebo following completion

of adjuvant therapy for stage 2/3 CRC.58 It should be noted that there were no patients with stage 4

CRC in this study. Although the study protocol did not permit concomitant NSAID or high-dose aspirin

use, low-dose (≤ 100 mg daily) aspirin was allowed and was recorded both at randomisation and during

follow-up. As in the study by Liao et al.,35 the benefit of aspirin appeared to be restricted to patients

with PIK3CA-mutant cancers, with no recurrences in the subgroup of regular aspirin users whose

tumours harboured PIK3CA exon 9 or 20 mutations (multivariate adjusted HR 0.11, 95% CI 0.001 to

0.832; p = 0.027; p-interaction = 0.024), compared with similar outcome of aspirin users and non-users

in those lacking tumour PIK3CA mutation (HR 0.92, 95% CI 0.60 to 1.42; p = 0.71).

Although these data are provocative, it is important to note that other retrospective analyses have

not confirmed improved outcome with aspirin use in PIK3CA-mutant CRC and have indeed suggested

other biomarkers that may predict benefit from aspirin (Table 5).60 Furthermore, these studies were all

limited by their retrospective nature, variable aspirin dose used, differing end points (e.g. relapse-free

survival, CRC-specific mortality, OS) and small numbers of patients with advanced CRC. Therefore,

prospective evaluation in a randomised, controlled trial is essential to determine the efficacy of aspirin

as an anti-cancer therapy in PIK3CA-mutant stage 4 CRC.

Potential toxicities of aspirin
Although concerns regarding the potential toxicities of aspirin, particularly that of gastrointestinal

haemorrhage, have limited the use of aspirin as a chemopreventative agent,61 the absolute increase in risk

of significant toxicities from low-dose therapy for patients without established risk factors for such toxicity

is modest. A meta-analysis62 of RCTs that investigated the benefits of low-dose aspirin (75–500 mg daily)

for primary cardiovascular prevention, including over 95,000 partipants, demonstrated that aspirin

increased the incidence of serious extracranial bleeding (usually defined as requiring transfusion or

resulting in death) from 0.07% per year to 0.1% per year (HR 1.54, 95% CI 1.30 to 1.82). Furthermore,

although participants in the recent CAPP2 study63 were perhaps younger than the anticipated population

in FOCUS4-B, in the CAPP2 study aspirin at 600 mg daily for 25 months was not associated with an

excess of adverse events compared with placebo.
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TABLE 5 Studies reporting aspirin benefit in CRC according to PIK3CA mutation

Study Stage End point

PIK3CA wild type PIK3CA mutant

ReferenceNo aspirin (n) Aspirin (n) HR (95% CI) p-value No aspirin (n) Aspirin (n) HR (95% CI) p-value

Liao X et al.35 I–IV CRC-specific
survival

466 337 0.93 (0.68 to 1.28) 0.76 95 66 0.18 (0.05 to 0.6) < 0.001 34

OS 0.94 (0.75 to 1.17) 0.96 0.54 (0.31 to 0.94) 0.01

Domingo E
et al.58

II, III RFS 681 111 0.92 (0.6 to 1.42) 0.71 90 14 0.11 (0.001 to 0.81) 0.027 57

OS 1.05 (0.62 to 1.77) 0.85 0.29 (0.04 to 2.33) 0.245

Murphy C
et al.59

II, III RFS 235 66 0.77 (0.34 to 1.73) 0.53 40 16 0.45 (0.06 to 3.70) 0.48 63

OS NR NR 2.50 (1.46 to 4.28) 0.0008 1.76 (0.51 to 6.04) 0.37

Reimers MS
et al.60

I–IV OS 384 147 0.55 (0.40 to 0.75) 0.001 73 27 0.73 (0.33 to 1.63) 0.4 58

NR, not reported; RFS, relapse-free survival.
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To minimise potential harm to trial participants, several measures proven to reduce the risk of serious

adverse events from aspirin were recommended,64 including exclusion of patients with a high risk of

complications (e.g. previous peptic/duodenal ulcer or gastrointestinal bleed); careful management and

treatment of symptoms, such as dyspepsia; blood pressure monitoring; and avoidance of concomitant

NSAID use. Testing and eradication of Helicobacter pylori was also recommended and proton pump

inhibitors were used where appropriate.

Aspirin dosing
Although evidence indicates that aspirin at doses of 75–100 mg daily exerts an antineoplastic effect,

at present the mechanism of action of aspirin is unclear and potentially multifactorial. Taking into

account the possibility that some or all of these mechanisms could be dose dependent, and the data

suggesting that the impact on CRC mortality is greater for patients taking the highest aspirin doses

(> 6× 325 mg tablets per week vs. 2–5 × 325 mg per week),65 while recognising that gastrointestinal

toxicity is likely to increase with doses higher than 325 mg daily, the recommended aspirin dose for

patients in FOCUS4-B is 300 mg daily. This dose permits the evaluation of both the antiplatelet effect

of aspirin and possible additional mechanisms underlying its antineoplastic effect.

FOCUS4-B research objectives
FOCUS4-B aims to determine whether or not regular, intermediate-dose aspirin improves PFS when

used as maintenance therapy following initial disease stabilisation or response from first-line treatment

in patients with PIK3CA exon 9/exon 20 mutant CRC.

Translational studies, including analysis of tumour blocks for other putative aspirin biomarkers and

analysis of cell-free DNA, were planned. The purpose of the former was to increase our understanding

of determinants of response to antiplatelet therapy in malignant disease, whereas the latter could

generate insights into the dynamics of tumour clones under therapy if efficacy was demonstrated.

Study methods

Trial approvals, patient eligibility and recruitment
The trial and subsequent amendments were approved by the UK National Ethics Committee Oxford,

panel C, and by the MHRA. Patients with newly diagnosed metastatic CRC were registered into

the FOCUS4 trial programme from 88 UK hospitals (Figure 3). Patients were randomised into the

FOCUS4-B trial in all participating hospitals, starting in February 2016. Patients aged ≥ 18 years with

newly diagnosed locally advanced or metastatic CRC were assessed for eligibility for FOCUS4-B if

their tumour was confirmed to have a PIK3CA exon 9 or exon 20 mutation (using a NGS platform),

and if they had remained stable or were responding after 16 weeks of first-line treatment. Patients

were required to undergo baseline CT within 4 weeks prior to randomisation; a minimum 3-week

washout period after the last dose of chemotherapy or biological therapy and before the first dose of

aspirin or matched placebo; adequate renal (creatinine clearance of > 50 ml/minute) and liver function;

and a WHO performance status of 0–2.

The aspirin 300-mg tablets and matched placebo were supplied by Bayer AG (Leverkusen, Germany).

The packaging, labelling and distribution of aspirin were undertaken by Alcura UK Ltd (Northampton, UK).

Patients randomised to receive aspirin or placebo continued to take the drug until disease progression,

death or intolerable toxicity. The patients received 300 mg of aspirin or matched placebo once daily.

Patients underwent clinical evaluation after the first 4 weeks from day 1 of randomised trial treatment

by a research nurse or doctor to determine if there were any toxicity or tolerability issues. Patients were

assessed by CT every 8 weeks from randomisation, together with full reporting of safety outcomes. PFS

was the primary outcome measure for FOCUS4-B and, therefore, clinicians were required to use a

consistent approach to treatment duration. Trial treatment was planned to be continued until progressive
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disease was identified on radiological grounds (RECIST v1.1), the development of cumulative toxicity or

the patient chose to stop treatment. Patients were considered to be off trial treatment (but still in the

trial) if there was a continuous break in their trial treatment of more than 28 days. If this occurred, trial

medication was permanently discontinued and this was appropriately documented.

However, patients who discontinued the trial drug for reasons other than objective disease progression

were to be followed up with tumour assessments every 8 weeks until objective disease progression

as assessed by RECIST v1.1, even if they had started subsequent anti-cancer therapies. Toxicity

assessments were to be carried out until the patient stopped trial treatment. On disease progression,

patients were to restart their first-line treatment or move onto a standard second-line therapy at the

discretion of the treating clinician. After progression, a progress electronic case report form was to be

completed at 3 months and then every 6 months until patient death or the end of the trial.

Randomisation
Please ensure that there is a 3-week washout period between

f irst-line treatment and trial treatment

1. Responding or stable disease after f irst-line treatment
2. Tumour PIK3CA exon 9 or exon 20 mutation
3. Eligible for FOCUS4-B

Consent for
randomisation

Arm B1
placebo

Stop treatment because of progression, cumulative
toxicity or patient choice

Arm B2
300 mg of aspirin

Treatment after stopping trial therapy
After completion of trial therapy, patients restart f irst-line treatment 

at clinical discretion. Patients may be eligible for treatment with oxaliplatin 
or irinotecan or entry into another clinical trial

Clinic and trial assessments as per protocol for safety
and toxicity, CT scans and RECIST assessments every

8 weeks

Registration and f irst-line treatment plus interim and 
end of f irst-line treatment CT scans

(refer to FOCUS4 master protocol for procedure
prior to randomisation)

FIGURE 3 FOCUS4-B schema.
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Statistical methods

Treatment allocation
Once patients had been consented and deemed eligible for FOCUS4-B, they were randomly assigned

to one of the following treatment arms (in a 2 : 1 ratio for aspirin vs. placebo):

l arm B1 – placebo once daily

l arm B2 – aspirin 300 mg once daily.

Both patients and treating clinicians were blinded to patient allocation to 300 mg aspirin once daily

or placebo.

Outcome measures
The primary outcome for FOCUS4-B was PFS, defined as the time from randomisation to either

disease progression (according to RECIST criteria) or death from any cause. OS was a secondary

outcome, defined as the time from randomisation to death from any cause. Other secondary outcomes

included safety, toxicity and tumour response.

Sample size calculation
For FOCUS4-B, a randomisation ratio of 2 : 1 was used in favour of the active arm. A summary of the

operating characteristics for FOCUS4-B, with predicted timelines for the staged interim analyses, is

presented in Table 6. It was anticipated that all data were to be released at the end of stage 3 to allow

an open decision on whether or not to proceed to an assessment of OS.

Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed in accordance with a predefined SAP that was agreed before database lock

and were undertaken using Stata statistical software, version 16.1 (Stata Corporation, TX, USA). Given

that this was a Phase II efficacy signal-seeking study, the primary analysis was prespecified as the per-

protocol analysis, which was defined by patients who had completed at least one cycle of trial treatment.

TABLE 6 Operating characteristics for FOCUS4-B: PIK3CA exon 9 or exon 20 mutant cohort

Characteristic Stage 1: safety Stage 2: LSA Stage 3: efficacy for PFS

Outcome PFS PFS PFS

One-sided alpha 0.5 0.25 0.025

Power (overall power maintained at 80%) 0.95 0.95 0.82

Target HR 0.65 0.65 0.65

Critical HR 1.00 0.88 0.75

Time required (months) 24.5 15.9 17.3

Cumulative time (months) 24.5 40.4 57.6

Cumulative events required in control arm (total) 24 (65) 45 (126) 68 (195)

Total expected cumulative randomisations 98 162 231

LSA, lack of sufficient activity.
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Analyses were also performed according to intention to treat. Patients were censored according to the

following criteria:

l For survival status, patients were censored on the date that they were last known to be alive

because they collected a prescription from their hospital pharmacy or attended a follow-up visit or a

CT appointment.

l For PFS, patients were censored without progression on the date of the last CT scan, showing

no progression.

l For patients who died before any follow-up visit or CT appointment, the date of death was used as

the date of the event and assumed death without progression providing the death occurred within

3 months of randomisation or any previous CT scan confirming no progression.

Kaplan–Meier curves were used to present survival data and Cox regression modelling to estimate HRs

between randomised groups. Unadjusted HRs were estimated, as well as HRs adjusted for the stratification

factors that were used to minimise patients into allocated groups (primary analysis). A further analysis also

adjusted for resection status, timing of metastatic disease, alkaline phosphatase, white blood cell count, age

of tumour sample and use of aspirin at baseline. Deviation from non-proportional hazards was assessed

using regression of scaled Schoenfeld residuals against the log of time.

Study results

Recruitment and patient characteristics
By December 2017, a total of 47 PIK3CA-mutated patients had been identified. Of these patients, six

entered FOCUS4-B, four entered FOCUS4-N, 12 progressed, nine refused owing to patient or clinician

decision, two were not randomised owing to toxicity concerns, five were ineligible for various reasons,

two died during their first-line therapy and seven were still in the registration phase. Between June 2016

and September 2017, six patients were randomised into FOCUS4-B using a 2 : 1 ratio: four pateints to

aspirin and two patients to placebo. An overview of the baseline and demographic characteristics for

the six patients randomised into FOCUS4-B is presented in Table 7.

Outcome data
All four patients allocated to aspirin were recorded as having commenced trial treatment within 1 week

of randomisation. At the time of database lock (4 November 2020), three of the four patients were

recorded as having stopped trial treatment (at 28 days, 56 days and 61 days after randomisation).

At the time of database lock, all six patients had progressed. Five patients progressed at between

53 and 56 days (approximately 8 weeks) after randomisation, and the sixth patient (allocated to aspirin)

progressed at 84 days (approximately 12 weeks) after randomisation.

In addition, three of the six patients were recorded as having died: two patients allocated to aspirin

(with death occurring at 6 months and 22 months after randomisation) and one patient allocated to

placebo (with death occurring at 8 months after randomisation). Only one moderate toxicity symptom

was recorded: a grade 3 hypertension occurring in a patient allocated to aspirin. No adverse events

were recorded.

Early closure of FOCUS4-B
In view of the very poor recruitment for FOCUS4-B, discussions took place between the FOCUS4 TMG

and the oversight committees (FOCUS4 TSC and IDMC) on whether or not to close FOCUS4-B on the

grounds of recruitment futility. Both committees recommended in July 2018 that this comparison should

be closed and that data cleaning and analysis of the data for these six patients should be completed.
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Discussion and conclusions

This cohort in FOCUS4 investigated the use of aspirin in a molecular-defined cohort of patients in

whom previous laboratory and considerable epidemiological research had suggested potential for

considerable benefit. Unfortunately, our enthusiasm for this subtrial was not matched by the successful

recruitment of patients; therefore, early closure was necessary after we had enrolled only six patients.

TABLE 7 Baseline and demographic characteristics of patients randomised into FOCUS4-B

Characteristic Placebo (N= 2) Aspirin (N= 4)

Age (years), mean (SD) 67.0 (7.1) 49.6 (13.5)

Sex, n (%)

Male 1 (50) 2 (50)

Female 1 (50) 2 (50)

Current WHO performance status, n (%)

0 2 (100) 2 (50)

1 0 (0) 2 (50)

Site of primary of tumour, n (%)

Right colon 1 (50) 1 (25)

Left colon 0 (0) 2 (50)

Rectum 1 (50) 1 (25)

Current state of primary tumour, n (%)

Resected primary 2 (100) 3 (75)

Unresected primary 0 (0) 1 (25)

Timing of metastases, n (%)

Metachronous 1 (50) 2 (50)

Synchronous 1 (50) 2 (50)

Number of metastatic sites, n (%)

One 1 (50) 2 (50)

Two or more 1 (50) 2 (50)

Disease assessment at end of first-line treatment, n (%)

Partial response 0 (0) 3 (75)

Stable disease 2 (100) 1 (25)

First-line treatment regimen, n (%)

FOLFIRI 2 (100) 1 (25)

FOLFIRI +CET 0 (0) 1 (25)

CAPOX 0 (0) 2 (50)

RAS mutation status, n (%)

Mutation 2 (100) 2 (50)

Wild type 0 (0) 2 (50)

Total 2 (100) 4 (100)

CET, cetuximab; FOLFIRI, leucovorin, fluorouracil, irinotecan; SD, standard deviation.
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We made repeated efforts to boost recruitment, but all of these were ultimately unsuccessful.

We explored the reasons for this and they were very varied, but more common findings were:

l Patients felt that they could buy aspirin themselves over the counter if they strongly believed our

hypothesis and that it may benefit them.
l Conversely, some patients and doctors felt that a common drug being repurposed like aspirin was

highly unlikely to be beneficial despite all the supporting laboratory and epidemiological data.

Although hugely disappointing, the results are important in showing the challenges involved in using

repurposed and freely available drugs in this experimental setting. Aspirin continues to be of considerable

interest to the cancer research community and is being investigated in many other cancer trials, including

in the adjuvant Add-Aspirin trial57 in earlier stage colorectal and other cancers.
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Chapter 5 Results from FOCUS4-C

Scientific rationale for FOCUS4-C

The full report of the FOCUS4-C trial has been published.27 Parts of this chapter have been reproduced

by Seligmann et al.27 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt

and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See:

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The text below includes minor additions and formatting

changes to the original text.

The cellular DNA damage response (DDR) is mediated through complex pathways, which trigger the

mobilisation of cell cycle checkpoints and DNA repair proteins to halt cell cycle progression. This allows

the repair of damaged DNA prior to critical phases of replication or entry into mitosis, maintaining

genomic stability. However, genome instability is considered an ‘enabling characteristic’ of cancer66

and a wide range of DDR genes are mutated in cancer cells.67

Targeting the DDR has been an effective therapeutic strategy in several tumour sites, including ovarian

and pancreatic cancer.68,69 These agents can be used as monotherapy in cancers with defective DDR,

where a ‘synthetic lethality’ interaction might be expected: two pathways together perform an

essential function and the loss of one pathway (e.g. owing to mutation) is tolerated, but loss of both

pathways leads to cell death.70

Wee1 is a nuclear tyrosine kinase that has a central role in cell cycle regulation, including being

the key regulator of the G2/M checkpoint through actions on CDK1, optimising DNA–histone

stoichiometry prior to mitotic entry71 and modulating CDK1/2 during the intra-S-phase to block

replication initiation.72 Inhibition of Wee1 causes unscheduled entry into mitosis, aberrant firing

of replication origins leading to deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate shortage and replication stress,

and accumulation of DNA damage during S-phase, which all lead to increased reliance on the G1/S

checkpoint.71 Adavosertib is the first small molecule inhibitor of Wee1 kinase and has been tested in

combination with chemotherapy and radiotherapy,73,74 but more recently as monotherapy to generate

synthetic lethality in tumours with DDR defects.

In FOCUS4-C, adavosertib was tested in RAS- and TP53-mutant (RAS-/TP53-mutant) metastatic CRC,

with the hypothesis that it would be sensitive to Wee1 inhibition. TP53 is a key regulator of the G1/S

checkpoint;75 loss of function leads to dependence on the intra-S and G2/M checkpoints to detect DNA

damage and initiate repair.76 In preclinical studies, adavosertib demonstrated preferential killing of

TP53-deficient compared with TP53 wild-type tumours.77 Mutant RAS, as well as having recognised

actions through downstream MAPK-AKT pathway signalling, also drives cell cycle progression, leading

to replication stress during S-phase.78 In preclinical studies, mutant RAS was demonstrated to drive cells

into S-phase through regulation of the CDK4 or CDK6 complex, and provides sustained mitogenic signals

through sustained CDK2 activity. These effects activate the replication stress response, including

checkpoint activation.79 Adavosertib plus mTOR inhibition in KRAS-mutant CRC was associated with

inhibition of cell growth in in vitro models.80

Theoretically, a tumour with both TP53 loss and RAS mutation will be highly vulnerable to adavosertib:

such a tumour will have G1 checkpoint failure and evidence of replication stress and will be reliant on

the intra-S-phase and G2/M checkpoints. In a post-adavosertib treatment biopsy of a RAS-/TP53-mutant

patient, the tumour had invoked both mechanisms of response to Wee1 inhibition, with evidence of

DDR with Cdk2 activation and mitogenic signalling, compared with baseline.81 Therefore, it was
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hypothesised that the combination of these two mutations was likely to produce a more potent

synthetically lethal interaction with adavosertib than either alone.

FOCUS4-C was designed to assess the safety and efficacy of adavosertib compared with active

monitoring in patients with metastatic CRC whose tumours were RAS-mutant and TP53 mutant and

have achieved disease stability following induction chemotherapy.

Study methods

Trial approvals, patient eligibility and recruitment
The trial and subsequent amendments were approved by the UK National Ethics Committee Oxford –

panel C – and by the MHRA. Patients with newly diagnosed metastatic CRC were registered into

the FOCUS4 trial programme from 88 UK hospitals. Patients were randomised into the FOCUS4-C

trial in a subset of 25 hospitals between June 2017 and March 2020. Patients aged ≥ 18 years with

newly diagnosed locally advanced or metastatic CRC were assessed for eligibility for FOCUS4-C if

their tumour was confirmed to have both RAS and TP53 mutations (using NGS platform) and if they

remained stable or responding after 16 weeks of first-line treatment. Patients were required to have a

baseline randomisation CT scan performed within 4 weeks prior to randomisation; a minimum 3-week

washout period after the last dose of chemotherapy or biological therapy and before the first dose of

adavosertib; adequate renal (creatinine clearance greater than 50 ml/minute) and liver function; a

WHO performance status of 0–2; and no evidence of prolonged QT interval on electrocardiogram.

Trial procedures
Adavosertib was supplied by AstraZeneca Ltd (Cambridge, UK). The packaging, labelling and distribution

of adavosertib were undertaken by Fisher Services (Horsham, UK). Patients randomised to adavosertib

continued to receive the drug until disease progression, death or intolerable toxicity. The first 21 patients

received 250 mg of adavosertib once daily on days 1–5 and 8–12 of a 3-week cycle. The next 23 patients

received 300 mg of adavosertib once daily on the same schedule. Patients took an oral 5-HT3 antagonist

with each dose, and 4 mg of oral dexamethasone was given on days 1 and 8 of each cycle unless clinically

contraindicated. Patients were asked to complete a diary card to record the day and number of pills taken.

Owing to the mandatory supportive medication for nausea and vomiting, for which a placebo was not

available, blinding was not possible and active monitoring was used as the control arm. Patients

randomised to active monitoring followed the same follow-up schedule and remained off any other

anti-cancer treatment until clinical or radiological evidence of disease progression.

Patient tumour status was assessed every 8 weeks by CT scan, which was reviewed at the treating

hospital site according to RECIST, version 1.1. Toxicities and symptoms were assessed locally every

4 weeks from randomisation or the start of treatment using the NCI common terminology criteria

for adverse events (version 3.0). Patients were followed until progressive disease occurred, at which

point the patient was recommended to restart first-line chemotherapy.

Treatment was stopped in the event of grade 3 or worse toxic effects or persistent toxicities judged to

be medically significant or not tolerated by the patient, until the toxicity resolved to grade 1 or better.

Statistical methods

Treatment allocation
Patients were allocated to adavosertib or active monitoring using a 2 : 1 allocation ratio by minimisation

with a random element of 20% by a centrally managed telephone service at the MRC CTU at UCL.
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Minimisation factors were as follows: treating hospital site, site of primary tumour [right colon (defined

as proximal to and including splenic flexure), left colon or rectum], WHO performance status (0 or 1),

16-week CT scan result (stable disease, partial response or complete response), number of metastatic

sites (none, one, or two or more) and first-line chemotherapy regimen.

Outcome measures
The primary outcome for FOCUS4-C was PFS, defined as the time from randomisation to either

disease progression (according to RECIST criteria) or death from any cause. OS was a secondary

outcome, defined as the time from randomisation to death from any cause. Other secondary outcomes

included safety, toxicity and tumour response.

Sample size calculation
FOCUS4 used a MAMS design that allowed pre-planned signal-seeking analyses to inform a decision

on whether or not to continue the trial. The nstage package under Stata version 14.1 was used to

calculate the operating characteristics for each molecular trial. A median PFS of 3.6 months in the

active monitoring arm was assumed based on a similar group of patients being followed up in the

COIN trial.16 A target HR of 0.5 was sought for PFS, with a randomisation ratio of 2 : 1. Overall power

was maintained at 80% at the one-sided 0.025 significance level, corrected for one closed interim and

one final analysis. The recruitment target of 113 patients was based on the projected number of

patients that we anticipated would be recruited when a target of 26 PFS events had occurred in the

active monitoring arm. In addition, a prespecified interim analysis for futility was triggered when at

least 13 PFS events had occurred in the active monitoring arm.

Statistical analysis
All analyses were carried out in accordance with a predefined SAP that was agreed before database

lock and were undertaken using Stata version 16.1. Given that this was a Phase II efficacy signal-

seeking study, the primary analysis was prespecified as the per-protocol analysis, which was defined

as patients who had completed at least one cycle of trial treatment. Analyses were also carried out

according to intention to treat (ITT). Patients were censored using the following criteria:

l For survival status, patients were censored on the date that they were last known to be alive, which

was recorded as the latest of either the date of collection of a prescription from their hospital

pharmacy or the date of a follow-up visit or CT scan.

l For PFS, patients were censored without progression on the date of the last CT scan showing

no progression.
l For patients who died before a follow-up visit or CT scan, the date of death was used as the date of

the event and assumed death without progression providing that the death occurred within 3 months

of randomisation or any previous CT scan confirming no progression.

Kaplan–Meier curves were used to present survival data and Cox regression modelling was used to

estimate HRs between randomised arms. Unadjusted HRs were estimated, as well as HRs adjusted for the

stratification factors that were used to minimise patients into allocated groups (primary analysis). A further

analysis also adjusted for resection status, timing of metastatic disease, alkaline phosphatase, white blood

cell count, age of tumour sample and use of aspirin at baseline. Deviation from non-proportional hazards

was assessed using regression of scaled Schoenfeld residuals against the log of time.

Tolerability, toxicity and safety reviews
Two tolerability assessments were undertaken by the IDMC, which made recommendations on

(1) which sites were permitted to recruit patients into FOCUS4-C on the basis of their experience

of unlicensed drugs and (2) whether or not a higher dose of medication may be tested. The trial

commenced with a starting dose of 250 mg but with the possibility of this dose increasing to 300 mg

if the lower dose was well-tolerated.
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Exploratory analyses based on molecular profiles
The RAS cases were divided into two molecular subtypes: KRAS versus NRAS mutants, and KRAS

codons 12 and 13 versus NRAS/KRAS mutants outside codons 12 and 13. TP53 mutations were divided

based on the presence of missense or truncating mutations (including nonsense, frameshift and splice

site mutations).

To understand the prognostic implications of mutation subtypes, mutation data from 438 patients from

the S:CORT programme30 from the FOCUS trial82 were retrieved, which represented a similar clinical

setting as FOCUS4-C. Tumours had been successfully sequenced (Illumina; San Diego, CA, USA) with

a targeted panel (SureSelect; Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Among other genes, the panel spanned all

coding exons of KRAS, NRAS, BRAF and TP53.83 Variant calling was performed with CaVEMan (Genome

Research Ltd, Wellcome Trust Genome Campus, Saffron Walden, UK) for single-point mutations and

Pindel (Genome Research Ltd) for insertions/deletions. Cases showing either MSI or BRAF mutation

without MSI were grouped separately. The remaining cases were classified into four groups according

to their combination of mutational status by RAS genes (KRAS/NRAS) and TP53. Kaplan–Meier plots

and univariable survival analysis by Cox proportional hazard model were carried out according to the

final six molecular subgroups.

Study results

Recruitment and patient characteristics
Between April 2017 and March 2020, 817 patients were registered into the FOCUS4 trial with

successful biomarker profiling (Figure 4). A total of 247 patients (34%) had tumours confirmed to have

both RAS and TP53 mutations (RAS/TP53 mutant). Of these patients, 151 had stable or responding

disease after 16 weeks of first-line treatment and 69 were randomised using a 2 : 1 ratio: 44 to

adavosertib and 25 to active monitoring.

Owing to the COVID-19 pandemic, the trial was suspended in March 2020 just before reaching the

required number of control arm PFS events (n = 26) to trigger final analysis. Given that recruitment

had been planned to close in May 2020, the FOCUS4 IDMC were asked to review the efficacy data in

a closed meeting to determine whether recruitment should re-open or whether the trial could close on

the grounds of adequate data for determining any signal of drug activity. The IDMC recommended the

latter and, following endorsement by the TSC, recruitment was formally closed. Follow-up and data

cleaning continued to October 2020, when database lock took place.

A summary of the patients’ baseline characteristics is presented in Table 8. There were several minor

imbalances favouring the adavosertib arm, which were corrected for in the adjusted analysis (primary

model). More patients in the active monitoring arm than in the adavosertib arm had two or more

metastatic sites and an unresected primary tumour. There were no differences in the frequency of

other molecular alterations between the arms.

There were no significant differences in the registration period chemotherapy regimens used between

the adavosertib arm and the active monitoring arm. Of the 69 randomised patients, 22 (32%) received

leucovorin, fluorouracil and oxaliplatin (FOLFOX), 22 (32%) received leucovorin, fluorouracil and

irinotecan (FOLFIRI), 17 (25%) received CAPOX, and 6 (9%) received leucovorin, fluorouracil, oxaliplatin

and irinotecan (FOLFOXIRI) (see Table 8). Slightly more patients in the active monitoring arm than in the

adavosertib arm had stable disease at the end of first-line chemotherapy (48% vs. 39%, respectively).

Progression-free survival (per protocol)
Five patients were excluded from the per-protocol analysis: four patients did not start treatment

(adavosertib arm) and one patient was found to have had progressive disease at the point of randomisation

and was, therefore, not eligible (active monitoring arm). One patient was censored early when they

received fluorouracil as an anti-cancer treatment prior to progression (active monitoring arm).
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Within the primary per-protocol analysis (n = 64), there were 40 PFS events in the adavosertib arm

(n = 40 patients) and 22 PFS events in the active monitoring arm (n = 24 patients). Patients treated

with adavosertib had a longer PFS than those on active monitoring (3.61 vs. 1.87 months, respectively).

Both the unadjusted (HR 0.52, 95% CI 0.30 to 0.89; p = 0.022) and the adjusted (HR 0.35, 95% CI 0.18 to

0.68; p = 0.0022) analysis were statistically significant. Kaplan-Meier curves are presented in Figure 5.

Progression-free survival (intention to treat)
All patients were included in the ITT analysis but four patients were censored the day after

randomisation: three patients in the adavosertib arm (two because of patient withdrawal and one

without any post-randomisation CT scan assessments) and one in the active monitoring arm without

any post-randomisation CT scan assessments.

End-of-registration
disease assessment

Assay preparation

Successful
(n = 718)

RAS + TP53 mutated
(n = 247)

Total registered within date range 11 April 2017 to 18 March 2020
(n = 817)

Biomarker results

• Unsuccessful, n = 67
• Lost to follow-up, n = 32

RECIST CR/PR/stable disease
(n = 151)

ITT

Eligible for randomisation

• At least one of KRAS, NRAS, TP53

    wild type, n = 419
• PIK3CA mutation, n = 36
• Test failure, n = 16

• Progressive disease, n = 77
• Lost to follow-up, n = 19

• Not randomised, n = 79
• Randomised to FOCUS4-N, n = 3

• Randomised to FOCUS4-C,
    n = 69

Active monitoring
(n = 25)

Adavosertib
(n = 44)

Adavosertib
(n = 40)

Active monitoring
(n = 24)

2 : 1 allocat ion rat io

PPA

FIGURE 4 Flow of patients through the trial. CR, complete response; PR, partial response; RECIST, response evaluation
criteria in solid tumours.
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TABLE 8 Baseline patient characteristics by randomised group

Characteristic Active monitoring (N= 25) Adavosertib (N= 44)

Age (years), mean (SD) 61.9 (12.2) 59.2 (12.8)

Sex, n (%)

Male 15 (60) 31 (70)

Female 10 (40) 13 (30)

Current WHO performance status, n (%)

0 17 (68) 35 (80)

1 8 (32) 9 (20)

Site of primary of tumour, n (%)

Right colon 9 (36) 13 (30)

Left colon 6 (24) 13 (30)

Rectum 10 (40) 18 (41)

Current state of primary tumour, n (%)

Resected primary 9 (36) 23 (52)

Unresected primary 16 (64) 19 (43)

Unresected local recurrence 0 (0) 2 (5)

Timing of metastases, n (%)

Metachronous 4 (16) 13 (30)

Synchronous 21 (84) 31 (70)

Number of metastatic sites, n (%)

One 6 (24) 16 (36)

Two or more 19 (76) 28 (64)

Disease assessment at end of first-line treatment, n (%)

Complete response 0 (0) 1 (2)

Partial response 13 (52) 26 (59)

Stable disease 12 (48) 17 (39)

First-line treatment regimen, n (%)

FOLFOX 7 (28) 15 (34)

FOLFIRI 8 (32) 14 (32)

CAPOX 6 (24) 11 (25)

FOLFOXIRI 3 (12) 3 (7)

Other 1 (4) 1 (2)

PIK3CA mutation status, n (%)

Mutation 1 (4) 1 (2)

Wild type 24 (96) 43 (98)

Total 25 (100) 44 (100)

FOLFIRI, leucovorin, fluorouracil, irinotecan; FOLFOX, leucovorin, fluorouracil, oxaliplatin; FOLFOXIRI, leucovorin,
fluorouracil, oxaliplatin, irinotecan; SD, standard deviation.
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There were 41 PFS events in the adavosertib arm (n = 44 patients) and 23 PFS events in the active

monitoring arm (n = 25 patients). Consistent with the per-protocol analysis, the ITT PFS analysis

showed a PFS advantage of adavosertib compared with active monitoring in both the unadjusted

(HR 0.55, 95% CI 0.32 to 0.94; p = 0.032) and the adjusted (HR 0.40, 95% CI 0.21 to 0.75;

p = 0.0051) analysis.

Overall survival (intention to treat)
There were 27 deaths in the adavosertib arm (n = 44 patients) and 16 deaths in the active monitoring

arm (n = 25 patients). There was no significant OS benefit of adavosertib compared with active

monitoring (median survival 14.0 vs. 12.8 months, respectively) (unadjusted HR 0.79, 95% CI 0.42 to

1.48; p = 0.47) (adjusted HR 0.92, 95% CI 0.44 to 1.94; p = 0.93).

Tumour control
Adavosertib was associated with a higher proportion of patients with disease control than active

monitoring (47% vs. 28%, respectively, at any time during the trial), including one patient with a

documented partial response to adavosertib.

Subgroup analyses
The impact of adavosertib compared with active monitoring on PFS was explored in prespecified

subgroups (Figure 6). The most marked difference in adavosertib effect was for the site of the primary

tumour location (PTL); patients with a right PTL had no PFS advantage with adavosertib compared

with active monitoring (1.87 vs. 1.91 months, respectively; HR 1.02, 95% CI 0.41 to 2.56), whereas

those with a left PTL did have a PFS advantage (3.61 vs. 1.87 months, respectively; HR 0.24, 95% CI

0.11 to 0.51) (interaction p = 0.043) (Figures 7 and 8).

This prompted an unplanned subgroup analysis of PTL on OS and, despite that the number of events

was small, the interaction was even more marked. The median OS was 14.1 versus 11.3 months for

adavosertib versus active monitoring, respectively, for left PTL (adjusted HR 0.40, 95% CI 0.17 to 0.97),

but was 6.5 versus 15.5 months, respectively, for right PTL (HR 6.46, 95% CI 1.34 to 33.6) (interaction

p = 0.0032). In terms of response, 38% of right-sided adavosertib patients compared with 42% of

right-sided active monitoring patients reported disease stability or response at least once while on

the trial, whereas for left-sided tumours the figures were 53% compared with 19%, respectively.

Patients who had responded to induction chemotherapy (vs. stable disease) and who had two or more

metastatic sites appeared to benefit more from adavosertib, albeit to a lesser degree than those with

only one metastatic site (interaction p = 0.14 for response to induction; p = 0.12 for number of

metastatic sites) (see Figure 6).
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FIGURE 5 Kaplan–Meier curves for PFS in the per-protocol analysis.
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FIGURE 6 Subgroup analyses for PFS by ITT. WHO, World Health Organization.
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FIGURE 7 Kaplan–Meier curves for PFS (ITT) by PTL: (a) left sided (n = 47); and (b) right sided (n= 22).
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External analyses to further characterise the RAS/TP53-mutant biomarker population
To the best of our knowledge, the RAS/TP53-mutant population has not been previously described.

To understand the prognostic implication of this alteration, we analysed the outcomes of a subset

(n = 438) of the FOCUS trial in whom the S:CORT consortium30 had analysed a wider panel of CRC

genes, including KRAS, NRAS, BRAF, MSI and TP53. The RAS/RAF wild-type group was the reference

population (median OS 21.6 months). The RAS/TP53-mutant population was distinct from and had a

worse prognosis than the population with either mutation alone (RAS or TP53), with a median OS of

14.9 months (HR 2.06, 95% CI 1.08 to 3.93; p = 0.028). This suggests that the RAS/TP53-mutant

population constitutes a poor prognosis subgroup, but the prognosis is not as poor as it is for patients

with a BRAF-mutant or MSI-high tumour.

Effect of RAS and TP53 mutation subtypes on adavosertib activity
We observed that patients with KRAS codon 12/13 mutations (n = 51) experienced a significant benefit

from adavosertib (interaction p = 0.004), whereas no detectable benefit was observed in those with KRAS

mutations at other codons or with NRASmutation (n = 18). Furthermore, the interaction effects of KRAS

subtype and of PTL on PFS may be additive, as there is a significant benefit from adavosertib within the

subgroup of left PTL KRAS codon 12/13 subtypes (HR 0.19, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.48) and a potential disbenefit

within the subgroup of right PTL non-codon 12/13 subtypes (HR 3.93, 95% CI 0.42 to 36.69) (Figure 9).

The subtype of TP53mutation or the co-occurrence of PIK3CAmutation did not affect the outcome.

Toxicity and compliance
There was good compliance with the randomised allocation, and adavosertib was well tolerated but

with some increased toxicity. Adavosertib was associated with an increase in reported toxicity (grade 1

or worse) compared with active monitoring, most notably increased frequency of diarrhoea (61% vs.

28%, respectively), fatigue (75% vs. 56%), nausea (68% vs. 32%) and vomiting (41% vs. 4%). However,

the majority of such toxicity was of low grade; in the adavosertib arm, 9% of patients reported diarrhoea,

11% reported fatigue, 5% reported nausea and 2% reported vomiting of grade 3 or worse, compared

with no patients in the active monitoring arm.

Impact of adavosertib dosing
There was an increase in the dose of adavosertib from 250 mg to 300 mg during the trial. PFS was

2.2 months (HR 0.58, 95% CI 0.31 to 1.06) for the 250-mg dose and 3.7 months (HR 0.47, 95% CI 0.25

to 0.89) for the 300-mg dose; this difference was non-significant (p = 0.48). The increase in dose from
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250 mg to 300 mg was associated with an increased frequency of grade 3 diarrhoea (4% vs. 14%,

respectively), but otherwise the toxicity profile was similar. Rates of dose modifications were similar at

doses of 250 mg and 300 mg: dose delays 16% vs. 7%, respectively; dose reductions 4% vs. 5%; and

dose omissions 19% vs. 17%.

Discussion and conclusions

FOCUS4-C met its primary end point: patients with RAS/TP53-mutant metastatic CRC had a PFS

advantage with adavosertib compared with active monitoring following induction chemotherapy.

This activity was clearly limited to patients with left PTL. An assessment of the impact on longer-term

outcomes showed an OS benefit with adavosertib compared with active monitoring in RAS/TP53-mutant

patients with left PTL. These results are particularly encouraging because patients with RAS/TP53-mutant

metastatic CRC are a poor prognostic population and have limited treatment options. Adavosertib was

well tolerated at both of the doses evaluated, and it is possible that nearly half of the adavosertib

patients were dosed suboptimally (250 mg once daily instead of 300 mg once daily). It is encouraging

that a clear efficacy signal was reached for both doses despite the forced early closure as a result of

the COVID-19 pandemic.

The overarching aim of the FOCUS4 trial programme was to test novel agents efficiently with

specified biomarker subgroups in metastatic CRC using a ‘window of opportunity’ following 16 weeks

of induction chemotherapy, with the MAMs design allowing for an early signal of drug inactivity.13

FOCUS4-C represents the success of this approach, utilising a PFS end point and control arm. The

intermittent treatment strategy employed in FOCUS4 follows the demonstration of no detriment in

OS in the MRC COIN trial, which has been further substantiated by an individual patient data (IPD)

meta-analysis.35 Therefore, we designed FOCUS4 to specifically use this window following first-line

induction chemotherapy to test novel agents in biomarker-specified groups, prior to the evolution of

multiple resistance mechanisms.13

Wee1 inhibition induces failure of the G2 and intra-S-phase checkpoints, which increases the reliance

on the G1/S checkpoint, and deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate shortage due to unscheduled replication

fork firing, which further exacerbates replication stress during S-phase. Tumours containing RAS

mutations, which drive replication stress and loss of G1 checkpoint control subsequent to loss of TP53

function, were hypothesised to benefit from this treatment.

Although the clinical implications of the RAS/TP53 mutation in metastatic CRC are not well studied,

each alteration is individually well characterised. FOCUS4-C has shown that the double-mutant subgroup

carries a moderately poor prognosis, which is largely driven by the KRAS mutation. Other approaches to

targeting KRAS-mutant tumours include inhibition of the G18C mutation specifically; we show here that

patients in FOCUS4-C have a similar benefit with adavosertib as those treated in a Phase I trial with

sotorasib (Lumakras, Amgen), a promising small molecule targeting KRAS p.G12C (PFS 3.6 vs. 4 months).84

There was marked and significant heterogeneity in the benefit of adavosertib by PTL and KRAS

mutation subtype. Adavosertib activity was limited to left colon and rectal PTL, with little activity

observed in right PTL. Although the analysis by PTL was prespecified, the analysis by KRAS mutation

subtype was not prespecified. Having observed the significant subgroup effects on PFS, the impact on

OS was assessed. It is interesting to see that OS was significantly improved in patients with left-sided

tumours, with an increase in median OS from randomisation from 11.3 months to 14.1 months

(HR 0.40, 95% CI 0.17 to 0.97). There is also a possibility that adavosertib may adversely affect outcome

in patients with right PTL. However, the numbers of patients and events were limited and, therefore,

any conclusions in relation to this observed effect on OS.need to be drawn with caution. Differences in

CRC by PTL are well documented in terms of biology, prognosis and treatment response, and ongoing

translational studies may provide a molecular basis for this observation. In addition, adavosertib had
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the most PFS effect in patients with KRAS codon 12,13-/TP53-mutant tumours, with lesser effect in

those patients with extended KRAS or NRAS mutations; functional differences between RAS isoforms

are documented.85

Adavosertib has demonstrated an acceptable safety profile; the main toxicity was diarrhoea. There was

only minimal additional toxicity when the dose was increased from 250 mg to 300 mg, and a suggestion

of additional activity with the higher dose. The 300-mg dosing is, therefore, recommended to progress

to further clinical studies.

Alterations in the DDR are emerging as novel targets for cancer therapeutics, with notable successes

with poly (ADP -ribose) polymerase inhibitors in pancreatic and ovarian cancers that harbour breast

cancer gene mutations68,69 or with defects in other genes belonging to the human hairless gene family,

as seen in prostate cancer.86 This strategy is less developed in CRC, but the prevalence of alterations in

DDR genes are estimated to be between 10% and 30%87 and more frequent in the MSI-high subgroup.

One limitation has been the lack of standard assays to identify CRC tumours harbouring clinically

relevant DDR defects. The studies of poly (ADP -ribose) polymerase inhibitors in CRC have been

limited by lack of patient selection and toxicity with chemotherapy combinations; promising preclinical

work may serve the basis for further therapeutic development.14

Adavosertib has been tested in multiple tumour sites as monotherapy or in combination with

radiotherapy or chemotherapy.73,74 Disappointing results have been observed in unselected populations.

However, clinical benefit was recently shown from the combination of adavosertib plus gemcitabine

compared with gemcitabine alone in high-grade serous ovarian cancer, a TP53-mutated tumour type

with high replication stress, similar to our selected population.73 FOCUS4-C has highlighted the

importance of optimisation of patient selection for therapeutics targeting the DDR.

There are limitations to this study. FOCUS4-C was not placebo controlled because of the requirement

of premedication with dexamethasone and a 5HT3 inhibitor owing to concerns regarding adavosertib

toxicity. It is possible, therefore, that the PFS effect observed was influenced by investigator and

patient preference to restart first-line chemotherapy sooner in the active monitoring arm. However,

a marked difference in effect was observed between the right and the left PTL groups treated with

adavosertib, suggesting a lesser effect on the primary analysis owing to this potential bias.

Although these studies were not designed or powered for cross-study comparison, comparison of the

effect of maintenance capecitabine (in FOCUS4-N) compared with adavosertib within a RAS/TP53-

mutant population shows similar effect (PFS HR 0.44, 95% CI 0.30 to 0.63). However, the purpose of

FOCUS4-C was to demonstrate activity of adavosertib within a biomarker-selected population, which

has been achieved. Adavosertib has shown similar efficacy to capecitabine, the most active agent in

CRC, within this poor prognosis subgroup, and this is promising for its further use in this disease.

Further clinical development is warranted given the efficacy and safety profile demonstrated,

particularly within a population of unmet need. Translational work to understand the mechanism of

this response and resistance is ongoing by the S:CORT30 and ACRCelerate31 programmes. Suggestions

for development include other stages of the clinical pathway (treatment resistant setting) as monotherapy,

in combination with other agents, or in combination with radiotherapy.
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Chapter 6 Results from FOCUS4-D

The full report of the FOCUS4-D trial has been published.88 Parts of this chapter have been

reproduced from Adams et al.88 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the

terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute,

remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited.

See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The text below includes minor additions and

formatting changes to the original text.

Scientific rationale for FOCUS4-D

Signalling through HER receptors (e.g. EGFR, HER2, HER3 and HER4) and their downstream pathways

is a key mechanism that promotes proliferation and the malignant phenotype in cancer. Epidermal

growth factor has been recognised as a key pathogenic surface receptor in CRC for many years.

A greater understanding of CRC biology followed by use of EGFR-targeted treatments has led to

the discovery of the importance of BRAF, PIK3CA, KRAS and NRAS mutations in predicting a lack of

response to EGFR-targeted therapy.3 The monoclonal antibodies cetuximab and panitumumab were

developed to target EGFR on the surface of cancer cells. After licensing, cetuximab and panitumumab

were reported to be ineffective in patients whose cancer expressed a somatic mutation in the NRAS or

KRAS genes.14 Simple EGFR inhibition, therefore, has limitations because both de novo and acquired

resistance can arise and result in a lack of benefit for most of these biomarker-selected patients, thus

driving interest in novel approaches to inhibit this pathway. However, EGFR remains a valid target

for CRC within the population of patients who are wild type for KRAS, NRAS and BRAF, with proven

clinical benefit.

The proteins HER2 and HER3 (also known as ERBB2 and ERBB3, respectively) heterodimerise with

EGFR and are mechanisms of resistance to EGFR inhibition. Human epidermal growth factor-3 is a

membrane-bound receptor protein that has extracellular heregulin- and neuregulin-binding domains

but does not have an intracellular kinase domain, relying on heterodimerisation to other family

members for downstream effects. Human epidermal growth factor-3 expression is associated with

poor prognosis in CRC.89 The protein has a central role in driving oncogenic signals in tumours,90

and preclinical and clinical data have led to the hypothesis that HER3 is an escape pathway to EGFR

blockade through a compensatory shift to HER3 signalling, predominantly through the PI3K/AKT

pathway.91–93 Moreover, clinical data indicate that HER3 overexpression predicts the lack of efficacy

of panitumumab.94 Human epidermal growth factor-2 is another member of the EGFR family of

membrane-bound receptors. It is an orphan receptor, having no known associated ligands, but is

activated through homodimerism and heterodimerisation with other EGFR family members, resulting

in intracellular phosphorylation and cascaded downstream signalling. Growing in vitro and in vivo

evidence suggests that HER2 might be overexpressed more frequently in patients with EGFR-dependent

(all wild type) tumours.95 Furthermore, this protein might be upregulated in acquired EGFR inhibitor

resistance, and concomitant blockade of HER2 could increase the efficacy and prolong activity in a

synergistic fashion. Bertotti et al.96 developed a range of CRC xenograft models from genetically well-

characterised, metastatic CRC samples. A cohort of these so-called xenopatients showed amplification

of HER2, particularly in RAS wild-type tumours, suggesting enrichment in this cohort, which showed

high and sustained sensitivity to combination EGFR and HER2 inhibition. Inhibition of EGFR, HER2 and

HER3 signalling is postulated to reduce de novo resistance, thereby increasing the proportion of patients

showing benefit when compared with inhibition of EGFR only. Furthermore, this inhibition might slow

the development of acquired resistance in patients with initially EGFR-dependent tumours, thereby

providing greater clinical benefit than EGFR inhibition alone.
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FOCUS4-D was designed to assess the efficacy of AZD8931 in patients with CRC whose tumours were

wild type for BRAF, PIK3CA, KRAS and NRAS mutations, and reached its first interim analysis trigger

point in March 2016.

AZD8931 is an orally active, equipotent tyrosine kinase inhibitor of EGFR, HER2 and HER3 signalling.

In vitro analysis of AZD8931 in ligand-driven cell assays shows potency exceeding that of gefitinib

(Iressa, AstraZeneca) and lapatinib (Tykerb, Novartis) in this system for EGFR, HER2 and HER3 inhibition.97

In pharmacokinetic and dynamic analyses, a direct relation was recorded between the total concentration

of AZD8931 in plasma and the inhibition of EGFR phosphorylation.97 Patients with PTEN loss or somatic

BRAF, PIK3CA, KRAS and NRASmutations were excluded from FOCUS4-D. The rationale for the exclusion of

patients with BRAF mutations relates to two specific sets of data. First, BRAF-mutant CRC has significantly

worse prognosis than disease with wild-type KRAS and NRAS.98 Second, despite some conflicting evidence,

BRAF-mutant tumours gain no additional benefit from targeted EGFR inhibition.99 Patients harbouring

tumours with a PIK3CA mutation or PTEN loss were excluded specifically because data suggest that the

PI3K/AKT pathway is a resistance mechanism to EGFR inhibition.100

In the Phase II MRC COIN-B trial,9 patients who had metastatic KRAS wild-type tumours were treated

with an intermittent strategy of oxaliplatin, intravenous fluorouracil and folinic acid and were randomised

to either intermittent cetuximab (with intermittent chemotherapy) or continuous cetuximab (including

single-agent maintenance through the interval between chemotherapy). These trial data showed that

the use of maintenance cetuximab in the interval between chemotherapy was associated with an

improvement in the duration of the progression-free interval from 3 months to 6 months.9 FOCUS4-D

builds on these data to test if, in a more specific molecular cohort, AZD8931 could improve PFS in the

interval off chemotherapy.

Study methods

Patients’ registration and biomarker assessment
The FOCUS4-D trial was undertaken at 18 hospital sites in the UK. Patients aged ≥ 18 years with

newly diagnosed locally advanced or metastatic CRC were eligible for registration in the FOCUS4 trial

programme, either at the start of a 16-week regimen of first-line chemotherapy or up to 12 weeks into

the regimen. Patients could not be registered into FOCUS4 unless a CT scan had been carried out

within 4 weeks of starting chemotherapy (pre-registration CT scan). CT scans were obtained 8 weeks

and 16 weeks after chemotherapy was started. A CT scan performed at the end of the 16-week regimen

was compared with the preregistration CT scan by local radiologists, using RECIST, version 1.1. Patients

whose tumours had progressed were ineligible for randomisation and any further involvement with

FOCUS4 ended at this time.

The 16-week duration of first-line chemotherapy was determined by reviewing data from three key

trials: COIN,16 CAIRO3101 and AIO0207.102 This period accounted for factors including maximum

tumour response and tolerability by patients.

During the 16-week period of first-line chemotherapy, a sample of the patient’s tumour was sent to

one of two dedicated FOCUS4 biomarker laboratories in Leeds and Cardiff (UK), respectively, for

assessment and stratification of the patient into one of four molecular groups. The molecular stratification

hierarchy for the FOCUS4 trial programme is presented in Chapter 2 (see Figure 1). The technical

components of the biomarkers and interlaboratory quality assurance are also described in Chapter 2.17

Patients whose tumours had remained stable or responded to treatment, as shown by the CT scan, were

assessed for eligibility for FOCUS4-D. The biomarker assessment had to show wild-type status for BRAF,

PIK3CA, KRAS and NRAS, as well as PTEN expression on immunohistochemistry. The FOCUS4-D trial

design with eligibility criteria is presented in Figure 10. Full inclusion and exclusion criteria are available

from the trial website (www.focus4trial.org; accessed 13 May 2022).
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In addition to the eligibility criteria, patients had to have had a minimum of a 3-week gap after the last

dose of chemotherapy or biological therapy and before the first dose of trial drug; a WHO performance

status of 0–2; and adequate organ function, which was ascertained by an estimated creatinine clearance

> 50 ml/minute (according to local estimation method), serum bilirubin less than 1.5 times the upper

limit of normal (ULN), alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase and alkaline phosphatase

less than 2.5 × ULN in the absence of liver metastases and less than 3.0 × ULN in presence of liver

metastases, and a left ventricular ejection fraction greater than 50% by multigated acquisition scan or

echocardiography. Ethics approval was granted by the National Research Ethics Service South Central

Oxford—Panel C ethics committee. Regulatory approval was granted by the UK MHRA. All trial

procedures and processes complied with the International Conference On Harmonisation’s Good Clinical

Practice guidelines.103 Patients were asked to sign a consent form for registration and for analysis of the

biomarker panel; additional written informed consent was obtained before randomisation into FOCUS4-D.

1. Responding or stable disease  after f irst-line treatment

2. BRAF, PIK3CA, KRAS and NRAS wild type

3. PTEN detectable at any level on IHC

4. Eligible for FOCUS4-Da

Registration and 16 weeks of
f irst-line treatment

Consent for

randomisation

Double-blinded randomisation

Three-week washout period between f irst-line

treatment and trial therapy

Clinic and trial assessments every 4 weeks

for safety and toxicity and every 8 weeks for

CT scans and RECIST assessment

Stop treatment because of progression, cumulative

toxicity or patient choice

Treatment after stopping trial therapy

After completion of trial therapy, patients restart f irst-line

treatment at clinical discretion. Patients may be eligible for

treatment with oxaliplatin or irinotecan or entry into another

clinical trial

Arm D1

placebo

Arm D2

AZD8931

FIGURE 10 FOCUS4-D trial schema. a, Criteria were aged older than 17 years, no brain metastases, adequate
organ function, WHO performance status of 0–2, not pregnant and CT scan within 4 weeks before randomisation.
PTEN, phosphatase and tensin homologue; RECIST, Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours.
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Randomisation and masking
Randomisation was undertaken by telephone to a centrally managed service at the MRC CTU at UCL.

Patients were allocated to either AZD8931 or placebo by minimisation with a random element of

20% (both patients and clinicians were masked to treatment allocation). Minimisation factors were

treating hospital site, site of primary tumour (right colon, left colon or rectum), WHO performance

status (0–2), 16-week CT scan result (stable disease, partial response or complete response), number

of metastatic sites (none, one, or two or more) and first-line chemotherapy regimen (fluorouracil,

capecitabine or neither; both oxaliplatin and irinotecan, oxaliplatin only, irinotecan only, or neither; and

cetuximab or panitumumab, bevacizumab, or no monoclonal antibody). AZD8931 and placebo were

identical in appearance and were supplied by AstraZeneca Ltd. The packaging, labelling and distribution

of AZD8931 and placebo were all undertaken by Fisher Services. Treatment was administered double-

blind using an interactive web-based drug delivery system provided by Cenduit (Nottingham, UK).

Procedures
Patients were asked to take oral AZD8931 (40 mg twice daily) or placebo until disease progression,

death or toxic effects. Patients were also requested to complete a diary card on which the number

of pills taken every day was recorded. Patients were assessed every 8 weeks by CT scan, which was

reviewed at the treating hospital site according to RECIST, version 1.1. Measurements were collated

centrally to ensure appropriate delineation of response and progression. Toxic effects and symptoms

were assessed locally every 4 weeks from the start of trial treatment, using the NCI Common

Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (version 3.0).104 Patients were followed up until progressive

disease was identified on a CT scan, at which point the patient was recommended to restart first-line

chemotherapy. Treatment was stopped in the event of grade 3 or worse toxic effects or persistent

toxicities judged medically significant or not tolerated by the patient, until the toxicity resolved to

grade 1 or better. After stopping treatment (for a maximum of 28 days), trial therapy could be

re-initiated at a reduced dose. For the first event, treatment was restarted at 40 mg in the morning

and 20 mg at night; for the second event, treatment was restarted at 20 mg twice per day. A third

event resulted in treatment discontinuation. Any stoppage for ≥ 28 days was not permitted and the

trial therapy was discontinued from.

Outcomes
The primary outcome of FOCUS4-D was PFS, defined as the time from randomisation to either disease

progression (according to RECIST criteria) or death from any cause. The trial could be extended to

include OS as a secondary outcome if adequate drug activity was seen for PFS in the early interim

analyses. Additional secondary end points included safety and toxicity.

Statistical methods

FOCUS4 used a MAMS design, which allows pre-planned analyses to be carried out to inform a

decision on whether or not to continue the trial.105 The nstage MAMS function in Stata, version 14.1,

was used to calculate the operating characteristics for each molecular trial.106 For FOCUS4-D, a

recruitment rate of nine patients per month was anticipated if 100 sites were open. For the placebo

group, a median PFS of 4.6 months was assumed, based on a similar group of patients being followed

up in the COIN trial.16 A target HR of 0.5 was sought for PFS, with a randomisation ratio of 1 : 1.

A summary of the operating characteristics for FOCUS4-D, with predicted timelines for the staged

interim analyses, is presented in Table 9. Power was maintained at 85% after correction for two

interim analyses and one final analysis. The target recruitment was 174 patients, with the first interim

analysis timed to occur when nine PFS events had occurred in the control group. At every interim

analysis, the observed HR was compared with the critical HR for that interim analysis (see Table 9).

If the HR was above the critical value, trial closure could be considered on the grounds of an absence

of sufficient drug activity. When an interim analysis was triggered by the prespecified number of PFS

events in the control group, data were analysed and the results presented at a closed and confidential
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meeting of the IDMC, who were not involved with the conduct of the study. Recommendations to

continue or close the study were made to the TSC, who would recommend their decision. If a decision

was made to close the study, the TSC would allow the TMG to see the data to ensure that there

were no objections to study closure. When all committees agreed to trial closure, study sites, the

pharmaceutical company (AstraZeneca Ltd) and the trial funders were to be informed, and no further

patients were to be permitted entry into the study.

All analyses were undertaken according to a predefined SAP, which was agreed before any data

inspection. The primary outcome was prespecified to be analysed by ITT (final analysis). An interim

analysis was undertaken in the per-protocol sample, which was defined as patients who completed at

least one cycle of trial treatment (≥ 28 days). Per-protocol analyses were carried out for sensitivity.

Data were analysed with Stata, version 14.1.

Patients were censored according to the following criteria. For survival status, patients were censored

on the date that they were last known to be alive, which was recorded as the latest of either the date

of collection of a prescription from their hospital pharmacy or the date of a follow-up visit or CT scan.

For patients who died before any follow-up visit or CT scan, the date of death was used as the date of

the event and assumed death without progression. For PFS, patients were censored without progression

on the date of the last CT scan showing no progression.

Kaplan–Meier curves were used to present survival data and Cox regression modelling to estimate HRs,

which were adjusted for the stratification factors that were used to minimise patients into allocated

groups. Because the numbers of patients and events were small, adjustments were undertaken using

the method of inverse probability weighting107 and using the bootstrap method to estimate CIs. The

proportional hazards assumption was tested by regressing scaled Schoenfeld residuals against the log

of time.108 If evidence showed significant violation, a sensitivity analysis using restricted mean survival

analysis was performed.105

Study results

Between 7 July 2014 and 7 March 2016, 32 patients were randomised (16 into each treatment group)

across 18 hospitals in the UK (Figure 11). The groups were well balanced in terms of baseline

characteristics (Table 10). The first interim analysis was triggered in March 2016, when nine PFS events

had occurred in the placebo group. The IDMC reviewed the data as part of a closed confidential

TABLE 9 Operating characteristics for FOCUS4-D trial

Characteristic Stage 1: safety and LSA Stage 2: LSA Stage 3: efficacy

Outcome PFS PFS PFS

One-sided alpha 0.5 0.2 0.025

Power (overall power maintained at 85%) 0.91 0.95 0.95

Target HR 0.5 0.5 0.5

Critical HR 1.00 0.81 0.70

Time required (months) 5.9 6.3 7.1

Cumulative time (months) 5.9 12.3 19.4

Cumulative events required in control arm (total) 9 (15) 30 (50) 59 (101)

Total expected cumulative randomisations 54 110 174

LSA, lack of sufficient activity.
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meeting and made a recommendation to close the trial based on insufficient drug activity; the

observed HR did not fall below the critical HR threshold of 1.0, which was predefined as part of the

multistage sample size calculations (see Table 9). This decision was subsequently endorsed by both

the TSC and the TMG. Trial recruitment was closed, and during subsequent follow-up of patients

already entered into the study further PFS events occurred, such that 31 out of 32 patients had a

PFS event by the time of the final analysis on 1 August 2016. No patients were lost to follow-up.

The median PFS was 3.48 months (95% CI 1.51 to 5.09 months) with placebo and 2.96 months (95% CI

1.94 to 5.62 months) with AZD8931 (adjusted HR 1.10, 95% CI 0.47 to 3.57; p = 0.95) (Figure 12).

Total registered

(n = 460)

Biomarker assay

• Mutated, n = 249
• BRAF failure, n = 4
• Other failure, all successful

    tests wild type, n = 6
• Total, n = 259

All wild type,

no loss of PTEN

(n = 132)

• Not yet prepared, n = 54
• Unsuccessful, n = 15

Assay preparation

End of registration

Randomised to FOCUS4-D

(n = 32)

Eligible for randomisation

• Progressive disease, n = 24
• Data not yet available, n = 28 

CR/PR/stable diseasea

(n = 80)

• Not randomising, n = 34
• Randomising to FOCUS4-N, n = 14

Successful

(n = 391)

FIGURE 11 FOCUS4-D trial profile. a, Reasons for non-randomisation not recorded. PTEN, phosphatase and tensin
homologue. CR, complete response; PR, partial response.
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TABLE 10 Baseline characteristics of patients randomised into the FOCUS4-D trial

Characteristic Placebo AZD8931

Age (years), mean (SD) 65 (11) 64 (11)

Sex, n (%)

Male 13 (81) 13 (81)

Female 3 (19) 3 (19)

Current state of primary tumour, n (%)

Resected primary 11 (69) 8 (50)

Unresected primary 5 (31) 7 (44)

Unresected local recurrence 0 (0) 1 (6)

Timing of metastases, n (%)

Metachronous 4 (25) 4 (25)

Synchronous 12 (75) 11 (75)

Site of primary of tumour, n (%)

Right colon 5 (31) 5 (31)

Left colon 6 (38) 6 (38)

Rectum 5 (31) 5 (31)

Current WHO performance status, n (%)

0 12 (75) 11 (69)

≥ 1 4 (25) 5 (31)

Disease assessment at end of first-line treatment, n (%)

Partial response 8 (50) 7 (44)

Stable disease 8 (50) 9 (56)

Number of metastatic sites, n (%)

One 6 (38) 9 (56)

Two or more 10 (63) 7 (44)

Fluoropyrimidine drug used during first-line treatment, n (%)

Fluorouracil 11 (69) 10 (63)

Capecitabine 5 (33) 6 (38)

Oxaliplatin or Irinotecan used during first-line treatment, n (%)

Oxaliplatin only 6 (38) 6 (38)

Irinotecan only 9 (56) 9 (56)

Neither 1 (6) 1 (6)

Monoclonal antibody used during first-line treatment, n (%)

Cetux/panitumumab 4 (25) 3 (19)

Bevacizumab 1 (6) 1 (6)

No antibody 11 (69) 12 (75)

Total, n (%) 16 (100) 16 (100)

SD, standard deviation.
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Two patients did not receive any treatment (one patient in each group) and one further patient in the

placebo group did not complete their first cycle of treatment. Therefore, 29 patients were included in

the per-protocol sample (14 in the placebo group and 15 in the AZD8931 group). The Cox regression

analysis within the per-protocol sample (for sensitivity) generated an adjusted HR of 1.15 (95% CI 0.49

to 4.75; p = 0.92) in favour of placebo. No statistical evidence was found that the proportional hazards

assumption had been violated (Grambsch–Therneau test on log-time scale: p = 0.25 for the ITT analysis,

and p = 0.35 for the per-protocol analysis); however, as a result of the small sample size, a sensitivity

analysis using restricted mean survival time analysis at 4 months was carried out. However, this test did

not alter the results for either the ITT analysis [adjusted restricted mean 2.90 months (95% CI 2.34 to

3.46 months) in the placebo group vs. 2.95 months (95% CI 2.37 to 3.53 months) in the AZD8931 group;

p = 0.90 for difference] or the per-protocol analysis [adjusted restricted mean 3.08 months (95% CI 2.61

to 3.56 months) vs. 3.05 months (95% CI 2.48 to 3.63 months); p = 0.94 for difference].

Of the 32 randomised patients, 11 (34%) received first-line irinotecan and fluorouracil. After disease

progression, only four (36%) of these patients returned to their first-line therapy. Reasons for not returning

to their first-line therapy were the clinician’s decision because of toxicity or disease progression. A further

eight (25%) patients received first-line oxaliplatin plus capecitabine, and four (50%) of these patients

returned to this regimen after disease progression. Reasons for not returning to first-line therapy were the

clinician’s decision because of toxicity (n= 1), disease progression (n = 1) and no symptoms being reported

(n = 1) and the patient entering another trial (n= 1). A further seven (22%) patients received irinotecan

and fluorouracil plus cetuximab or panitumumab as first-line therapy, and only one (14%) patient returned

to their first-line regimen after disease progression. The reasons for not returning to first-line therapy were

patient’s choice (n = 4) and the patient was considered for resection (n= 1), and there was also missing

data on the reasons provided (n= 1). Other first-line therapies included oxaliplatin and capecitabine plus

bevacizumab (n= 2), oxaliplatin and fluorouracil (n = 2), capecitabine alone (n = 1) and fluorouracil alone

(n = 1). In total, 11 out of 32 (34%) patients restarted their first-line therapy at the time of data collection.

Numbers at risk (numbers censored)

Time 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Placebo 14 (0) 10 (0) 6 (0) 2 (0) 2 (0) 2 (0) 0 (0)

AZD8931 15 (0) 12 (0) 6 (0) 3 (1) 2 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
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FIGURE 12 Progression-free survival (ITT analysis) FOCUS4-D.
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No patterns were noted in the reasons given for not restarting therapy. As at November 2017, not all

data for post-progression treatments were available. Five of the 32 randomised patients needed dose

reductions: one in the placebo group and four in the AZD8931 group. The patient in the placebo group

had their evening dose reduced from 40 mg to 20 mg on their second cycle because of diarrhoea

(grade 3). The dose reductions in the AZD8931 group were all evening dose reductions from 40 mg to

20 mg on the second or third cycles and were because of skin rash (grade 2, n = 1; grade 3, n = 3).

One patient in the AZD8931 group subsequently had a morning dose reduction from 40 mg to 20 mg

on their fourth cycle, which was also because of skin rash (grade 3), and another patient subsequently

had a morning dose reduction from 40 mg to 20 mg on their sixth cycle, which was for dry eyes

(grade 3). All dose reductions were maintained within the currently available data. Only one patient

explicitly gave the reason for stopping trial treatment as toxicity. This patient was assigned AZD8931

and reported grade 3 dry eyes, grade 2 skin ulceration and grade 2 skin rash. No serious adverse

events were reported for this patient. Overall, few toxic effects were reported. Skin rash was the

most frequent grade 3 adverse event, recorded in 3 out of 15 patients (20%) in the AZD8931 group

compared with no patients in the placebo group. Diarrhoea was the most frequent grade 3 adverse

event in the placebo group, recorded in one patient (6%) compared with one patient (7%) in the

AZD8931 group (Table 11). No grade 4 adverse events were reported. Five serious adverse events

required admission to hospital: four in the AZD8931 group [epigastric pain (grade 3); back pain

(grade 3), hyperbilirubinaemia (grade 4) and device-related infection (grade 2); duodenal ulcer (grade 3);

and dehydration (grade 3, but subsequently fatal)] and one in the placebo group [chest infection

(grade 3)]. No treatment-related deaths were reported. Patients’ compliance was 85% in the placebo

group and 75% in the AZD8931 group.

Discussion and conclusions

In FOCUS4-D, AZD8931 failed to pass the first stage of assessment within the MAMS trial design, that

is the predefined critical HR of 1.0 at stage 1 (lack of sufficient activity) was not reached. However, this

trial has set a new paradigm in molecularly stratified trials in CRC.

Two Phase II, randomised, combination trials of AZD8931 have been carried out previously, both in

patients with breast cancer. The MINT study109 was stopped because of a lack of efficacy (NCT01151215).

In this trial, AZD8931 (40 mg or 20 mg twice daily) was compared with placebo in combination with

anastrozole in postmenopausal women with hormone receptor-positive locally advanced or metastatic

breast cancer who had never received endocrine treatment. The second randomised trial (THYME)110

did not meet its primary objective of prolonged PFS when AZD8931 was added to weekly paclitaxel

in patients with advanced breast cancer and low expression of HER2 (NCT00900627). The primary

hypothesis in the THYME study was that low HER2 expression was a driver for heterodimerisation,

which would be inhibited by AZD8931.

In FOCUS4-D, it was not possible to investigate subgroups effectively because of the small sample

size. Specific areas of interest include the effect of anti-EGFR agents in the chemotherapy induction

phase and pre randomisation (six patients in total) and the role of PTL as a marker of response to

treatment. The findings of these three trials indicate a need for greater understanding of EGFR family

heterodimers and their dynamic interaction with targeted agents. To date, heterodimers have been

poorly assessed in vitro and in vivo because of a paucity of effective methods, which might have

hampered more complete scrutiny of therapeutic agents, such as FOCUS4-D, which was the first of the

FOCUS4 molecular cohorts to reach its first MAMS-defined interim analysis. The observed HR at the

interim analysis was above the critical threshold for continuation of the trial, and the decision to close

the trial was clear cut and unanimous across all oversight committees. This outcome was considered to

be a success of the trial design, in that a decision to continue might have wasted clinical trial resources

on recruiting and following up a further 142 patients, and closing the trial prevented other patients
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from being given an ineffective but potentially harmful treatment. FOCUS4-D was designed to detect

a target HR of 0.5. Therefore, the probability of a final analysis of 174 patients showing a HR of 0.5

when the noted HR at this interim analysis was 1.10 was exceptionally small.

A limitation of the FOCUS4-D study was that there was some deviation from the assumptions that we

made in the sample size calculations. The final sample size was small, with recruitment of only 32 of

the maximum expected target of 174 patients. The median PFS in the placebo group was 3.5 months,

which is lower than that anticipated in the sample size (4.6 months), and the higher event rate brought

forward the trigger point for analysis (nine events in the placebo group). Owing to delays in site

opening of this complex trial, recruitment was also slower than anticipated; therefore, this trigger

occurred after randomisation of fewer patients than had been expected (32 instead of 54 patients).

However, since all but one patient had a PFS event by the time of the final analysis, it was reassuring

TABLE 11 Toxicities by randomised group, graded at ≥ 3 according to NCI
CTC version 3.0

Toxicity Placebo, n (%) AZD8931, n (%)

Nausea 0 (0) 0 (0)

Vomiting 0 (0) 0 (0)

Diarrhoea 1 (6) 1 (7)

Stomatitis 0 (0) 0 (0)

Dry skin 0 (0) 0 (0)

Skin rash 0 (0) 3 (20)

Acne 0 (0) 0 (0)

PPE 0 (0) 0 (0)

Anaemia 0 (0) 1 (7)

Neutropenia 0 (0) 0 (0)

Thrombocytopenia 0 (0) 0 (0)

Hyperbilirubinaemia 0 (0) 1 (7)

Transaminitis 0 (0) 0 (0)

Hypomagnesaemia 0 (0) 0 (0)

Cardiac toxicity 0 (0) 0 (0)

Pneumonitis 0 (0) 0 (0)

Infection 0 (0) 1 (7)

Dry eyes 0 (0) 1 (7)

Photophobia 0 (0) 0 (0)

Blurred vision 0 (0) 0 (0)

Conjunctivitis 0 (0) 0 (0)

Corneal ulcer 0 (0) 0 (0)

Fatigue 0 (0) 0 (0)

Paronychia 0 (0) 0 (0)

Epistaxis 0 (0) 0 (0)

Cystitis 0 (0) 0 (0)

Total 16 (100) 15 (100)

PPE, pruritic papular eruption.
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that further follow-up would not alter the conclusions of the study, and there is little reason to

suspect that a further 22 patients (which would take the total sample size to the expected 54 patients

at this analysis) would have responded any differently to the 32 patients reported here. In addition,

the smaller number of patients in the stage 1 analysis of lack of sufficient activity might increase any

effect on outcome between the two treatment groups posed by trial imbalances in prognostic factors

and choice of first-line treatment. For instance, the trial size makes it impossible to assess with any

meaningful interpretation the effects of previous first-line treatment by EGFR inhibition with cetuximab

or panitumumab (four patients in the placebo group and three patients in the AZD8931 group).

FOCUS4-D has shown no evidence of efficacy of single-agent EGFR, HER and HER3 inhibition with

AZD8931 in patients with advanced CRC whose tumours are wild type for BRAF, PIK3CA, KRAS and

NRAS after first-line induction therapy. Toxic effects were low, apart from skin rash in about 20% of

patients. Early planned interim analyses with prespecified efficacy thresholds for lack of sufficient drug

activity might be helpful in closing trials that are very unlikely to show benefit, which could facilitate

more efficient use of clinical trial resources. New agents are currently being investigated for testing in

this cohort of patients with all wild-type tumours.
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Chapter 7 Results from FOCUS4-N

The full report of the FOCUS4-N trial has been published.111 Parts of this chapter have been

reproduced by Adams et al.111 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the

terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute,

remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited.

See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The text below includes minor additions and

formatting changes to the original text.

Scientific rationale for FOCUS4-N

Treatment breaks in patients receiving palliative chemotherapy for metastatic CRC reduce toxicity burden

and improve quality of life.16 However, current standards either mandate or recommend a strategy

of continuing therapy until disease progression or excess toxicity. Standard maintenance strategies in

high-income countries favour a combination of capecitabine orally with intravenous bevacizumab thrice

weekly,112,113 based on the Phase III CAIRO3114 and AIO-0207102 studies. Health economic evaluation

of this approach has previously indicated a lack of cost-effectiveness driven by the non-significant

improvement in OS and relatively high cost of intravenous bevacizumab (drug plus administration);

a 93% cost reduction would be required for this strategy to become cost-effective.115 Prior studies

have evaluated a range of strategies to either completely stop therapy as a ‘treatment holiday’, reducing

toxicities and visits to hospital, or attenuate the therapy, removing certain drugs as a maintenance

therapy in comparison with the historic standard of care of continuing maximum tolerated dose of

treatment. Meta-analysis of these approaches overall shows no difference in OS.116 Notably, maintenance

strategies, almost uniformly, demonstrate an improvement in PFS but at the expense of ongoing, yet

attenuated, toxicity and unending, multiple visits to hospital for intravenous therapy. To the best of our

knowledge, the FOCUS4-N trial is the first trial to explore the oral strategy of capecitabine only versus

active monitoring to assess the potential impact on PFS, toxicity and quality of life, and enable patients

and clinicians to choose an optimum approach tailored to the individual.

FOCUS4-N was the non-stratified comparison in the FOCUS4 trial programme and was designed for

patients in whom a molecularly stratified comparison was unavailable or the biomarker tests failed for

the patient’s tumour tissue. FOCUS4-N investigated the efficacy of capecitabine as a maintenance

therapy compared with active monitoring in patients with metastatic CRC. The methods used for

patient registration and biomarker testing in FOCUS4-N have been described in Chapter 2.

Study methods

Trial approvals, patient eligibility and recruitment
The trial and subsequent amendments were approved by the UK National Ethics Committee Oxford – Panel

C and by the relevant regulatory body MHRA (CTA# 20363/0400/001 and EudraCT# 2012-005111-12).

Patients aged ≥ 18 years with newly diagnosed locally advanced or metastatic CRC were eligible for

registration in the FOCUS4 trial programme.20 Patients whose tumours had remained stable or responded

to treatment according to their 16-week CTwere assessed for eligibility for the FOCUS4-N comparison.

In addition to the registration eligibility criteria, patients were required to have a baseline randomisation

CT scan performed within 4 weeks prior to randomisation; a minimum 3-week washout period after the

last dose of chemotherapy or biological therapy and before the first dose of capecitabine; adequate renal

(creatinine clearance > 50 ml/minute) and liver function; and a WHO performance status of 0–2. Patients

who were eligible for either FOCUS4-N or a molecularly stratified trial were offered entry into either trial

and given the option of which study to participate in.
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In the first phase of the FOCUS4 trial, between January 2014 and June 2017, patients with a raised

baseline platelet count (thrombocytosis) were considered ineligible based on previous data from the

COIN trial, which indicated a significant detriment in survival in this group of patients receiving an

intermittent strategy.16 A subsequent individual-patient data meta-analysis of Phase III intermittent

strategy trials did not confirm this observation in COIN.117 Thus, between June 2017 and March 2020,

eligibility criteria were adapted to allow this group of patients with thrombocytosis to be included.

Trial procedures
Patients randomised to receive capecitabine were asked to continue taking the drug until disease

progression, death or intolerable toxicity. Capecitabine was sourced from local hospital stock and

dosed in accordance with standard cycle guidelines: oral capecitabine twice per day for 14 days,

followed by a 7-day rest period of no capecitabine tablets.

Patient tumour status was assessed every 8 weeks by CT scan, which was reviewed at the treating

hospital site in accordance with RECIST, version 1.1.118 Toxicities and symptoms were assessed locally

every 4 weeks from randomisation or the start of treatment, using the NCI common terminology

criteria for adverse events (version 3.0). Patients were followed until progressive disease occurred,

at which point the patient was recommended to restart first-line chemotherapy.

Treatment was stopped in the event of grade 3 or worse toxic effects or persistent toxicities judged

medically significant or not tolerated by the patient, until the toxicity resolved to grade 1 or better.

After stopping treatment (for a maximum of 28 days), capecitabine could be re-initiated at a reduced

dose. Any stoppage for ≥ 28 days was not permitted, and the patient was discontinued from trial

therapy but remained under follow-up.

Quality-of-life data were collected using EuroQol-5 Dimensions (EQ-5D) at multiple time points:

at randomisation, every 8 weeks until progression, 4 weeks after end of trial treatment (progression,

toxicity or patient choice), 3 months after progression and 6-monthly.

Statistical methods

Treatment allocation
Patients were allocated to capecitabine or active monitoring by a centrally managed telephone service

at the MRC CTU at UCL, using a 1 : 1 allocation ratio by minimisation with a random element of 20%.

Minimisation factors were treating hospital site, site of primary tumour (right colon, left colon or

rectum), WHO performance status (0–2), 16-week CT scan result (stable disease, partial response or

complete response), number of metastatic sites (none, one, or two or more) and first-line chemotherapy

regimen (fluorouracil, capecitabine or neither; both oxaliplatin and irinotecan, oxaliplatin only, irinotecan

only or neither; and cetuximab or panitumumab, bevacizumab or no monoclonal antibody).

Outcome measures
The primary outcome for FOCUS4-N was PFS, defined as the time from randomisation to either

disease progression (in accordance with RECIST criteria) or death from any cause. Patients without a

PFS event were censored at the time of their last recorded CT scan. OS was a secondary outcome,

defined as time from randomisation to death from any cause, with patients censored at last recorded

disease assessment, blood measurement or anti-cancer treatment. Other secondary outcomes included

safety, toxicity, quality of life and tumour response. Quality of life was analysed using mixed-effects

linear modelling with patient-level random intercepts and time slopes, with differences by treatment

arm tested by evaluating the area under the curve from the model.
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Sample size calculation
The target sample size for FOCUS4-N was calculated using the analysis of resources for trials

programme implemented in Stata software. Given that the rate of recruitment into FOCUS4-N was

dependent on the availability of other molecular comparisons, failure of biomarker testing or patient

choice, exact recruitment figures were not known at the start of the trial. Various scenarios were used

to estimate the recruitment rate over 5 years and a median PFS of 4 months was assumed in the

active monitoring arm (based on data in the COIN trial). A total of 644 patients (635 events) would

provide 80% power of detecting a HR of 0.8 at the two-sided 5% significance level.

In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in temporary closure of FOCUS4 to new recruitment

and, following IDMC review and recommendation, a decision was taken to close recruitment permanently

in April 2020 because trial funding was nearing its end. A previous review of the implications of reduced

recruitment on the statistical power of FOCUS4-N had been reviewed by the funders, who recommended

that, despite reduced power, the trial should close in 2020 and report the data accrued up to that point.

Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed in accordance with a predefined SAP that was agreed before database

lock. Analyses were performed using Stata statistical software, version 16.1. The primary analysis was

performed in accordance with ITT, with a secondary per-protocol analysis defined by patients who

completed at least one cycle of trial treatment (≥ 28 days). Patients were censored in accordance

with the following criteria. For survival status, patients were censored on the date that they were last

known to be alive, either via collection of prescription from their hospital pharmacy or attendance at a

follow-up visit or CT scan. For PFS, patients were censored without progression on the date of the last

CT scan showing no progression. For patients who died before any follow-up visit or CT scan, the date

of death was used as the date of the event and assumed death without progression providing that the

death occurred within 3 months of randomisation or any previous CT scan confirming no progression.

Kaplan–Meier curves were used to present survival data and Cox regression modelling was used to

estimate the HR between randomised groups. Unadjusted HRs were estimated, as well as HRs adjusted

for the stratification factors that were used to minimise patients into allocated groups (primary analysis).

A further analysis also adjusted for resection status, timing of metastatic disease, alkaline phosphatase, white

blood cell count, age of tumour sample and use of aspirin at baseline. Deviation from non-proportional

hazards was assessed using regression of scaled Schoenfeld residuals against the log of time.

Study results

Recruitment and compliance
Across 88 UK hospitals, between January 2014 and March 2020, a total of 1434 patients were

registered into the FOCUS4 trial, of whom 924 underwent successful biomarker assessment and

completed 16 weeks of first-line therapy with stable disease, partial response or complete response.

Of these patients, 254 were randomised into FOCUS4-N (Figure 13), 127 patients to active monitoring

and 127 patients to maintenance capecitabine monotherapy.

Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics were well balanced between the study arms (Table 12).

The majority of patients had widespread synchronous metastatic disease, with approximately half of the

patients having no resection of their primary tumour. A right-sided PTL was present in approximately

one-third of patients. The majority of patients were treated with doublet chemotherapy (irinotecan

based, 57%) without a monoclonal antibody because bevacizumab is not reimbursed in the UK. The

molecular characteristics are shown in Table 12, which shows that only 37% had a RAS wild-type

tumour, reflecting the NHS England policy not to allow treatment breaks for patients on EGFR

monoclonal antibodies.
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Total registered
(n = 1434)

Assay preparation

Successful
(n = 1291)

Lost to follow-up
(n = 52)

CR/PR/stable
disease

(n = 868)

• Progressive disease, n = 27
• Lost to follow-up, n = 8

Not randomised
n = 39

Eligible for randomisation
(n = 924)

Randomised into FOCUS4-N
(n = 254)

Active monitoring
(n = 127)

Capecitabine
(n = 127)

1 : 1 allocation ratio

Active monitoring
(n = 126)

Capecitabine
(n = 120)

Intention to treat

Per protocol

Unsuccessful
(n = 91)

CR/PR/stable
disease
(n = 56)

• Progressive disease, n = 334
• Lost to follow-up, n = 89

End-of-registration
disease assessment 

Also eligible for
molecular trials
• FOCUS4-B, n = 7
• FOCUS4-C, n = 13
• FOCUS4-D, n = 12

• Not randomised, n = 524
• Randomised into
    FOCUS4-B, n = 6
• Randomised into
    FOCUS4-C, n = 69
• Randomised into
    FOCUS4- D, n = 32

FIGURE 13 Patient flow through the FOCUS4-N trial. CR, complete response; PR, partial response.

TABLE 12 Baseline characteristics for FOCUS4-N

Characteristic Active monitoring Capecitabine

Age (years), mean (SD) 63.7 (10.9) 64.7 (9.6)

Sex

Male 76 (60) 86 (68)

Female 51 (40) 41 (32)

Baseline WHO performance status, n (%)

0 76 (60) 80 (63)

1 49 (39) 45 (35)

2 2 (2) 2 (2)
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TABLE 12 Baseline characteristics for FOCUS4-N (continued )

Characteristic Active monitoring Capecitabine

Site of primary of tumour, n (%)

Right colon 45 (35) 47 (37)

Left colon 32 (25) 33 (26)

Rectum 50 (39) 47 (37)

Current state of primary tumour, n (%)

Resected primary 62 (49) 54 (43)

Unresected primary 61 (48) 68 (54)

Unresected local recurrence 4 (3) 5 (4)

Number of metastatic sites, n (%)

No metastases 2 (2) 4 (3)

One site 41 (32) 40 (31)

Two or more sites 84 (66) 83 (65)

Timing of metastases, n (%)

Metachronous 40 (31) 21 (17)

Synchronous 85 (67) 101 (80)

No metastases 2 (2) 4 (3)

Missing data 0 (0) 1 (1)

Disease assessment at end of first-line treatment, n (%)

Complete response 3 (2) 5 (4)

Partial response 75 (59) 71 (56)

Stable disease 49 (39) 51 (40)

Fluoropyrimidine drug used during first-line treatment, n (%)

Fluorouracil 95 (75) 97 (76)

Capecitabine 32 (25) 30 (24)

Oxaliplatin or irinotecan used during first-line treatment, n (%)

Both oxaliplatin and irinotecan 2 (2) 2 (2)

Oxaliplatin only 50 (39) 50 (39)

Irinotecan only 73 (57) 71 (56)

Neither 2 (2) 4 (3)

Monoclonal antibody used during first-line treatment, n (%)

Cetux/panitumumab 25 (20) 20 (16)

Bevacizumab 6 (5) 7 (6)

No antibody 96 (76) 100 (79)

PIK3CA mutation status, n (%)

Mutation 15 (12) 14 (11)

Wild type 96 (76) 100 (79)

Fail 7 (6) 5 (4)

Insufficient tumour 9 (7) 8 (6)

continued
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Compliance with randomised allocation was good for only one patient in the active monitoring arm

receiving capecitabine approximately 6 months prior to progression. Patients in the capecitabine arm

received a median of four cycles (IQR 2–8 cycles).

Primary outcome: progression-free survival
There were 122 PFS events in the active monitoring arm (n = 127 patients) and 117 in the capecitabine

arm (n = 127 patients). The median PFS in the capecitabine arm was 3.88 months (IQR 2.10–7.39 months)

and 1.87 months (IQR 1.64–3.65 months) in the active monitoring arm. The unadjusted and adjusted

HRs were 0.44 (95% CI 0.33 to 0.57; p = 2.8 × 10–10) and 0.40 (95% CI 0.21 to 0.75; p = 3.9 × 10–10),

respectively; the Kaplan–Meier curves are presented in Figure 14. Per-protocol analyses demonstrated

very similar findings: the unadjusted and adjusted HRs were 0.42 (95% CI 0.32 to 0.55; p = 6.9 × 10–10)

and 0.38 (95% CI 0.28 to 0.51; p = 9.5 × 10–11), respectively. There was no evidence to suggest that there

was deviation from the proportional hazards assumption (p = 0.084).

Overall survival
There were 90 deaths in the active monitoring arm (n = 127 patients) and 99 deaths in the

capecitabine arm (n = 127 patients). The median time to death was 15.2 months (IQR 8.8–24.0 months)

in the active monitoring arm, compared with 14.8 months (IQR 10.2–21.8 months) in the capecitabine

arm, with a non-significant difference in survival between the two arms. The unadjusted and adjusted

HRs were 1.00 (95% CI 0.75 to 1.33; p = 0.98) and 0.93 (95% CI 0.69 to 1.27; p = 0.66), respectively;

the Kaplan–Meier curves are presented in Figure 15. There was no evidence to suggest that there was

deviation from the proportional hazards assumption (p = 0.58).

TABLE 12 Baseline characteristics for FOCUS4-N (continued )

Characteristic Active monitoring Capecitabine

BRAF mutation status, n (%)

Mutation 13 (10) 17 (13)

Wild type 103 (81) 98 (77)

Fail 2 (2) 4 (3)

Insufficient tumour 9 (7) 8 (6)

RAS mutation status, n (%)

Mutation 68 (54) 68 (54)

Wild type 47 (37) 48 (38)

Fail 3 (2) 3 (2)

Insufficient tumour 9 (7) 8 (6)

p53 mutation status, n (%)

Mutation 61 (48) 62 (49)

Wild type 33 (26) 28 (22)

Fail 3 (2) 2 (2)

Could not be tested 18 (14) 24 (19)

Insufficient tumour 12 (9) 11 (9)

MSI status, n (%)

MSS 108 (85) 104 (82)

MSI 2 (2) 3 (2)

Fail 2 (2) 4 (3)

Could not be tested 6 (5) 8 (6)

Insufficient tumour 9 (7) 8 (6)

MSS, microsatellite stable; SD, standard deviation.
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Analysis time (months)

Numbers at risk (failures)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Active 

monitoring

127 (5) 119 (63) 56 (11) 45 (27) 18 (1) 17 (9) 8 (2) 6 (3) 3 (0)

Capecitabine 127 (4) 120 (22) 97 (18) 78 (21) 56 (9) 47 (10) 37 (4) 33 (10) 23 (0)

Cox regression hazard ratio, adjusted for minimisation factors = 0.40,  95% CI 0.21 to 0.75; p = 3.9 × 10–10
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FIGURE 14 Kaplan–Meier curve for PFS in FOCUS4-N. Minimisation factors: location of primary tumour (left, right, rectum),
baselineWHO performance status, baseline disease assessment, number of metastases, first-line therapy (fluoropyrimidine,
oxaliplatin or irinotecan, monoclonal antibody), Biomarker cohort and stratified for FOCUS4 trial time points.

Analysis time (months)

Numbers at risk (failures)

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33

Active
monitoring

127 (8) 110 (11) 91 (11) 75 (12) 58 (9) 47 (7) 38 (10) 27 (5) 20 (5) 15 (5) 9 (1) 8 (0)

Capecitabine 127 (7) 114 (7) 102 (10) 85 (16) 67 (15) 52 (7) 44 (15) 27 (8) 18 (4) 14 (2) 11 (3) 8 (0)

Cox regression hazard ratio, adjusted for minimisation factors = 0.93, 95% CI 0.69 to 1.27; p = 0.66
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FIGURE 15 Kaplan–Meier curve for OS in FOCUS4-N. Minimisation factors: location of primary tumour (left, right, rectum),
baselineWHO performance status, baseline disease assessment, number of metastases, first-line therapy (fluoropyrimidine,
oxaliplatin or irinotecan, monoclonal antibody), biomarker cohort and stratified for FOCUS4 trial time points.
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Subgroup analyses
The pre-planned subgroup analysis for PFS (Figure 16) demonstrated a non-significant trend towards

better PFS with a maintenance strategy in left-sided tumours (HR 0.38 vs. 0.56 for right sided;

interaction p = 0.13); a similar trend was seen with OS (HR 0.82 for left sided vs. 1.37 for right sided;

interaction p = 0.076; Figure 17). There was a suggestion that patients with loss of PTEN and PIK3CA-

mutant tumours may show less benefit than other molecular subgroups of maintenance capecitabine

(PFS HR 0.74, OS HR 1.47), although this was not statistically significant. Patients with the double
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FIGURE 16 Forest plot of subgroup analyses for PFS (unadjusted HRs) in FOCUS4-N. CET, cetuximab; PAN, panitumumab;
WHO,World Health Organization.
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mutation in RAS and TP53 – that is, the same molecular characteristics as selected for the FOCUS4-C

trial27 – showed the same beneficial effect of maintenance capecitabine as for the whole trial (PFS HR

0.44, 95% CI 0.30 to 0.63). For OS, the only other notable subgroup effect was that those with stable

disease at randomisation appeared to benefit from maintenance capecitabine, whereas those with

partial response did not (OS HR 0.63 and 1.42, respectively; interaction p = 0.005; see Figure 17).

Swimmer plots showed the distribution of individual patient PFS duration and timing of CT scans by

left-sided versus right-sided disease (Figure 18).
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FIGURE 17 Forest plot of subgroup analyses for OS (unadjusted HRs) in FOCUS4-N. CET, cetuximab; PAN, panitumumab;
PTEN, phosphatase and tensin homologue; WHO,World Health Organization.
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Toxicity
Cumulative toxicities were significantly less in the active monitoring arm, with increased toxicities

associated with capecitabine maintenance, including diarrhoea, dry skin, fatigue, nausea and

palmar–plantar erythema, as presented in Figure 19. Ideally, a maintenance therapy should result in no

toxicity. The incidences of grade zero toxicity as the worst toxicity reported per patient are, therefore,

instructive and were as follows for active monitoring and capecitabine maintenance, respectively: nausea

74% versus 67%; diarrhoea 72% versus 46%; stomatitis 90% versus 77%; dry skin 83% versus 77%;

palmar–plantar erythema 87% versus 44%; and anaemia 69% versus 54%.There were no notable

differences in the incidence of grade zero toxicities for neutropenia, skin rash, nail dystrophy or vomiting.

During the trial, 51% of capecitabine patients had at least one cycle delayed, 37% had a dose reduction

and 34% had at least one missed dose (within a cycle). A total of 50% of capecitabine patients

commenced at least four cycles and 25% commenced at least eight cycles.

−4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

Time from randomisation (weeks)

Active monitoring (n = 127)

Capecitabine (n = 127)

Period of RECIST assessment
CT scan
Baseline scan;
last scan without progression

RECIST progression
Clinical progression
Death without progression

Events

FIGURE 18 Swimmer plot for FOCUS-N, by location of primary tumour in FOCUS4. Light blue horizontal strip, right-sided;
navy strip, left-sided (including rectum).
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Quality of life
The EQ-5D quality-of-life forms were completed for 93% (active monitoring) and 90% (capecitabine)

of patients at baseline (pre randomisation but post induction chemotherapy). The protocol mandated

8-weekly completion until progression and 6-monthly thereafter; for analysis purposes, all available

forms were forced into an 8-weekly schedule. On this basis, 63%, 45% and 33% of randomised patients

had data available at 8, 16 and 24 weeks, respectively, with continued decline thereafter. Modelling

was applied to data up to 48 weeks, given that data became too sparse beyond that point. No notable

differences were seen in mobility, self-care, usual activities, anxiety and depression. A non-significant

difference (p = 0.11) was seen in pain and discomfort in favour of the capecitabine maintenance

strategy (Figure 20). This may be a result of symptoms associated with increased rates of progression

in the active monitoring arm.
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FIGURE 19 Cumulative reported toxicity by randomised group in FOCUS4-N. (a) Active monitoring; and (b) capecitabine.
PPE, pruritic papular eruption.
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Discussion and conclusions

Choices on how to proceed with palliative treatment in the majority of patients with metastatic,

incurable CRC, with responding or stable disease after 16 weeks of first-line chemotherapy, need

careful consideration with the patient at the core. Discussions must be informed by the impact of

receiving systemic anti-cancer therapy over the preceding period. This should include an evaluation of
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FIGURE 20 Quality of life measured by EQ-5D by randomised group in FOCUS4-N. (a) Mobility; (b) self-care; (c) usual
activities; (d) pain and discomfort; and (e) anxiety and depression.
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the burden of toxicity and quality of life, as well as the response to treatment. Pooled data from key

Phase II and III trials suggest minimal impact on OS from a maintenance or continuation strategy but

do show the ability to delay a return to ‘full’ combination therapy by implementation of a maintenance

therapy. Notably, the FOCUS4-N data support the use of an oral-only therapy, ‘capecitabine’, to extend

PFS and delay a return to combination therapy by an average of 2 months. There is a clear cost to the

patient for this improvement in PFS seen with maintenance oral capecitabine, which includes worse

toxicity in terms of diarrhoea, fatigue, nausea, skin rash and plantar–palmar erythema, albeit most

frequently at grade 1 and 2 levels; these factors should be used to further inform decision-making

processes. There was no difference in quality-of-life scores between the two arms. It is notable that

the swimmer plots suggested that approximately one-third of patients gain a significant increment in

PFS with maintenance capecitabine, suggesting significant fluoropyrimidine sensitivity, while one-third

of patients demonstrate relative insensitivity to a fluoropyrimidine monotherapy and may indicate

a further need to explore predictive biomarkers of efficacy for this strategy. Pre-planned subgroup

analysis suggests that patients with stable disease at the end of the 16-week induction period may

gain a significant survival benefit from maintenance capecitabine, but this was not borne out in other

studies in which the same phenomenon was assessed.117

Although this study was underpowered to evaluate OS, it demonstrated very similar median OS values

of 14.8 versus 15.2 months in the capecitabine arm and active monitoring arm, respectively, with a

HR of 0.93 (p = 0.66) when adjusted for minimisation factors. It is informative to compare these data

with those of CAIRO3, which is a very similar study that compared an active monitoring strategy with

capecitabine plus bevacizumab maintenance with comparable effects on PFS (HR 0.38; p < 0.0001),

akin to the adjusted HR (0.40, p < 0.0001) in FOCUS4-N and OS (HR 0.86, p = 0.1).114 Although cross-trial

comparisons carry significant caveats and need to be undertaken with caution, this does suggest that the

main driver of PFS improvement when using capecitabine plus bevacizumab is from the capecitabine.

IPD meta-analysis has also shown no OS benefit from current maintenance therapy strategies.117

Based on a subgroup analysis from the much larger Phase III COIN study,16 which demonstrated a

survival detriment in those patients with a baseline thrombocytosis receiving a complete treatment

break (HR 1.55; p = 0.0018), it was decided not to recruit patients to the FOCUS4 trial programme

from January 2014 to June 2017. Wishing to validate or refute this finding, an IPD meta-analysis

was undertaken to assess thrombocytosis as a predictive marker of the benefits or otherwise of an

intermittent or continuous therapy strategy.117 This evaluation did not validate the COIN finding on

thrombocytosis and, thus, the trial eligibility was adapted to allow these patients to enter the study.

Within FOCUS4-N overall, 3% (n = 8) of patients had a baseline thrombocytosis and, therefore, this

study was underpowered to explore this predictive phenomenon further. Because of the conservative

approach, FOCUS4-N under-represents the approximately 25% of patients with metastatic CRC who

typically have thrombocytosis at baseline and form a poorer prognosis group. However, given the

findings in the IPD meta-analysis, this is not considered to undermine the more general conclusions,

which are independent of baseline platelet count.

Owing to funding restrictions in the UK NHS, bevacizumab is not routinely available for patients

with metastatic CRC, and in patients with RAS wild-type tumours EGFR monoclonal antibodies

are available only in the first-line setting, with restrictions in England also preventing treatment

interruption of cetuximab or panitumumab for longer than 6 weeks. In addition, during the FOCUS4-D

trial recruitment period,88 patients with RAS wild-type and BRAF wild-type tumours were eligible for

randomisation and were preferentially recruited to that trial. These factors make for a slightly selective

group of patients recruited to FOCUS4-N during that time. From a molecular perspective, 59% of

patients randomised in the FOCUS4-N trial had a RAS mutation and 15% had a BRAF mutation.

Reassuringly, the forest plots (see Figures 16 and 17) do not show any significant differences in PFS

based on these molecular criteria.
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The molecular stratification of patients in the FOCUS4 trial programme has allowed us to explore the

impact of a capecitabine maintenance therapy from FOCUS4-N in the same molecular subgroup of

patients who would otherwise have been able to receive novel maintenance therapy as a parallel

cohort. Thus, patients recruited to FOCUS4-N who had a RAS and TP53 mutation within their tumour

were compared with patients recruited into FOCUS4-C who had the same double-mutant status but

were randomised to receive the novel Wee1 inhibitor AZD1775 (adavosertib, AstraZeneca UK) versus

active monitoring.27 There was no evidence to suggest a treatment benefit difference between these

trials; however, subgroup analyses have demonstrated interesting differences between the trials, which

are explored more fully in the FOCUS4-C paper.27

Despite strong evidence of disease control with maintenance therapy, OS remains unaffected and

FOCUS4-N provides additional evidence to support the use of treatment breaks as a safe management

alternative for patients entering treatment de-escalation after 16 weeks of induction therapy for

metastatic CRC. If maintenance therapy is selected following consideration of the advantages and

disadvantages in consultation with a particular patient, capecitabine without bevacizumab may be used

to extend PFS in the interval after doublet or triplet therapy, essentially doubling the period prior to

recommencing full-dose induction therapy. Notably, these data also provide the tools to best inform

the dialogue between patients and clinicians on the pros and cons of the different approaches and

their trade-offs.
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Chapter 8 Challenges and lessons learned

Parts of this chapter have been reproduced from Brown et al.20 This is an Open Access article

distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license,

which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided

the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The text below

includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original text.

Reflections from stakeholder groups

Complex, adaptive stratified medicine studies are feasible but delivery can present numerous

challenges. We have already published a series of papers on the practical aspects of running these

sorts of complex platform trials.119–122 With FOCUS4 now closed and learn more from the 10-year

experience and provide insight for those in the research community hoping to undertake similar

studies, we sought feedback from a number of stakeholders who were involved in the delivery of the

trial. Each of the following eight stakeholder groups were asked to provide learning points from their

experience: (1) co-chief investigators, (2) subtrial chief investigators on the TMG, (3) clinical research

fellow trainees, (4) MRC CTU, (5) biomarker-testing laboratories, (6) patient/carer representatives,

(7) oversight committees and (8) funders.

In addition, a participating site survey was distributed via site principal investigators to understand the

experiences of site staff. Principal investigators at each of the 88 sites that registered at least one

patient were sent a link to an anonymised survey, asked a series of questions about their practice and

encouraged to provide additional comments on aspects of the trial that had worked well and not so well.

Feedback from stakeholder groups
Feedback was received from 19 out of 38 individuals, including at least one representative from each

of the eight stakeholder groups. Experiences were very positive despite an acknowledgement of the

substantial challenges encountered. There was considerable overlap in a number of the points raised,

and the comments naturally grouped into three main areas: (1) resource and infrastructure, (2) biomarker-

testing process and (3) trial design. A summary of the 20 learning points synthesised from the feedback

is presented in Table 13. The most consistent learning points related to the following four key areas:

l Understand resource capacity and ensure that adequate funding is secured for staff. These designs

probably save time and speed up getting answers but still require similar amounts of resources per

research question. The challenge for funders is to find a mechanism for funding and review of trial

adaptations that facilitates delivery and minimises burden, while also managing the risks involved.

l The biomarker-testing process should be kept as simple as possible and, for the UK, as much as

possible should be kept within the NHS infrastructure.

l Position the trial within the optimal phases of drug development and try to ensure that there are

parallel research initiatives to support the trial in relation to ever-shifting biology and preclinical

workup. FOCUS4 may have worked better as a Phase I/IIb platform trial.

l Platform trials need to be nimble and able to adapt quickly with emerging new biological

discoveries. This is difficult in a sometimes turgid clinical trial regulatory framework.

Results from the site survey
Feedback was received from 52 out of 88 sites (59%), with representation from all level 1, level 2

and level 3 sites. Sites were asked about standard treatment for patients with unresectable stage 4

metastatic CRC; the majority used either a block of chemotherapy followed by a complete break or

intermittent chemotherapy with a complete break. In some settings, treatment to progression was

considered, as well as maintenance chemotherapy, but both were rare. Most sites were supportive of

using the maintenance setting to test new therapies.
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TABLE 13 Key learning points from stakeholder feedback

Learning point Resource and infrastructure

1 Secure adequate funding

2 Delivering all desired outcomes for a platform trial is clearly challenging. The challenge for funders
is to find a mechanism for funding and review of adaptations that facilitates delivery and minimises
burden while also managing the risks involved

3 Ideally, these trials should be conducted only in CTUs that have good core funding resources and a
ballast of trained in-house trial and data managers who can be drawn on temporarily at times of
intense activity

4 Activate fewer sites and stagger opening

5 Leadership: the chief investigator role is paramount and must not be underestimated, with far more
pressure than being a CI on a more standard trial. An engaged and enthusiastic core TMG is vital

6 The CTU staff must feel comfortable and encouraged to escalate any site issues to senior TMG
members quickly

7 A great training experience for CTU staff and clinical research fellows. Provide basic clinical trial
training for research fellows to aid learning

8 Site enthusiasm was inconsistent between registration and randomisation. Understand local
motivations or obstacles to recruitment

9 Trial longevity can lead to poor continuity of CTU and site staff, which is disruptive in a complex
trial in which the design keeps adapting

10 For trials that last many years, trial participants need better opt-in/opt-out arrangements on how
they can be kept informed on trial progress

Biomarker-testing process

11 Regular quality assurance and review of sample-testing processes to identify any glitches that
require modification

12 Important to spend adequate time on biomarker work-up and optimisation as well as understanding
prevalence early on before taking further

13 Keep biomarker testing within the NHS infrastructure as much as possible with as few middle men
as possible to avoid data privacy obstacles

14 Important to have an engaged and dedicated biomarker team who can manually step in and
overcome any delays to prevent patient distress

Trial design

15 The MAMS adaptive design worked well at cutting losses on poorly performing drugs early

16 The requirement for a control arm in each comparison was important in determining any prognostic
biomarker effects

17 The need for a catch-all non-stratified trial (FOCUS4-N) proved to be successful at maximising trial
opportunities for patients

18 Important to get the protocol structure right and consult with regulatory bodies on advice for what
is acceptable within the design

19 The main issues were mostly related to pharma engagement and drug-target identification in the
specific disease setting of the study. Earlier engagement in the developmental pathway for new
therapies is required so that when the therapy is ready to drop into a trial, all parties have been
engaged and involved with the biomarker optimisation and early drug activity assessments

20 Funding of complementary feeder collaborations, such as S:CORT30 (which focused on understanding
the biology) and ACRCelerate31 (which focused on preclinical novel agent development), might have
been beneficial if run in parallel with FOCUS4
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The remaining results of the survey have been summarised in Table 14 and show that, although sites

experienced a number of challenges in delivering FOCUS4, sites were positive about their involvement

and supportive of the use of these trials in the future, if resourced adequately.

TABLE 14 Summary of results from participating site survey

Question and response Take home message

Did inability to restart an EGFR inhibitor impact on
patient selection?

l Agree/strongly agree: 68%
l Neutral: 14%
l Disagree/strongly disagree: 18%

NHS rulings on the use of EGFR inhibitors restricted
recruitment and may have been a barrier to finding alternative
or better therapies relevant in the RAS wild-type group

Was having an unselected FOCUS4-N trial
important?

l Agree/strongly agree: 71%
l Neutral: 25%
l Disagree/strongly disagree: 4%

An important aspect of the design that was strongly supported
by sites and patients

What were the advantages and disadvantages of
conducting this trial in the maintenance setting?

Advantages:

l Fitter patients
l Less acquired drug resistance
l Induction chemotherapy allowed time for biomarker testing

without delaying treatment start
l Less end organ impairment
l Patients felt they were ‘trying something’ when otherwise

might be having a break

Disadvantages:

l NHS England rules preventing EGFR
inhibitor reintroduction

l A more challenging route to registration for
successful agents

l Additional hospital time or toxicity
l Some patients progress during induction treatment and

become ineligible

Did you experience any particular study challenges? Staff and infrastructure:

l Delays with R&D approval
l Limited nursing support particularly at level 1 sites for

our network
l Maintaining team motivation when novel arms not open
l Some challenges referring from a level 1 site to a level 2 or

level 3 site

Trial assessments:

l Poor capacity for RECIST reporting
l Novelty of the trial biomarker panel became diluted as NHS

testing rolled out

What went well? l Excellent CTU communications (e.g. response to
queries, newsletters)

l Novel design of an adaptive platform trial in a common
solid tumour: first of its type in the UK

l Easy to recruit with the window to request
biomarker testing

l Engaged all geographical areas within the UK with the
level 1–2–3 design

l Patient information sheets were well developed

continued
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TABLE 14 Summary of results from participating site survey (continued )

Question and response Take home message

Are platform trials the future? l Grossly underfunded but definitely the best way to proceed
compared with running endless small trials in
small subgroups

l Funders should have supported funding for fresh biopsies
and additional translational work

l Speed and efficiency of adding arms with
protocol amendments

l Platform allows for substudies (e.g. exercise, PET, CT DNA)

PET, positron emission tomography; R&D, research and development.
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Chapter 9 Discussion and conclusions

The place of FOCUS4 in the evolution of trial methodology and delivery in the UK

FOCUS4 has successfully demonstrated that the development of Clinical Research Networks enables

the delivery of these large-scale, complex trials. The development of the adaptive trial methodology

and MAMS by the MRC CTU, which was first implemented at scale in prostate cancer, has now been

successfully used in both FOCUS4 and the RECOVERY trial.28

FOCUS4 was the first platform to test at scale the additional complexity of molecular stratification,

which was initially piloted in FOCUS3.123 This built on initial work in the earlier haematological studies

in acute myeloid leukaemia, but bridged this into solid tumour oncology. The place for FOCUS4 in the

evolution of trial methodology is demonstrated by the observation that it has been rapidly mimicked

by a major pharmaceutical company (Roche MODUL trial) and is also being used in other solid tumour

oncology studies in the UK and elsewhere.

Was FOCUS4 in fact initiated too early before the evidence was really present for stratification in

CRC? Colleagues in the USA devised a similar study, but it was not funded by the NCI because the

NCI considered that there were insufficient therapeutics ready for testing in such a study. Perhaps

the NCI’s view is correct. However, the attempt to undertake this study has moved the field in solid

tumour oncology to think more deeply about the utility of umbrella trials – of which this is a prime

example – and of basket studies. On review, the evidence shows that basket studies – testing the

same intervention across multiple indications – are easier to perform and have been generally more

successful in identifying positive indications for novel therapies. The great advantage of basket studies

is that the triallists are dealing with one intervention, one biomarker and one company. They are nearly

always initiated and sponsored by the pharmaceutical company and, therefore, overcome the key

difficulty of engaging different pharma to collaborate on a generic platform.

Did FOCUS4 fulfil its ambitions?

FOCUS4 almost fulfilled its original ambitions in that four subtrials were activated (i.e. B, C, D and N),

although five subtrials had been planned (i.e. A, B, C, D and N); three subtrials reported results

(C, D and N),27,88,111 with FOCUS4-B stopping early on grounds of futility.

However, it is also worth noting that the group attempted to open a total of 20 trials, but the others

were not activated for multiple reasons (see Table 4). During the course of the trial, a total of 20 drugs

or drug combinations were explored and presented to the joint NIHR EME/CRUK funding subboard for

peer-review approval but only four culminated in an activated comparison. Reasons for non-activation

were predominantly because of the failure of drugs at early clinical testing in this advanced metastatic

disease setting. Other endeavours failed owing to strategic shifts within companies, including the

selling of assets suddenly and unexpectedly.

Recruitment to the trial was not as fast as originally planned. The proposed acrual number was 2400,

which is comparable in size to the predecessor COIN trial. There were several drivers of slower

recruitment, notably the lack of ‘exciting’ comparisons to energise investigators and the challenge of the

NHS England rules regarding the use of EGFR inhibitors in all wild-type patients. We were able to negotiate

with the National Cancer Research Network that registrations, as well as randomisations, attracted

activity-based funding. We managed to obtain high-quality follow-up for FOCUS4, but this was based on

the CTU commiting to funding per-patient payments at risk pending subsequent commercial support.
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In terms of methodology, the following key features of the FOCUS4 design, as discussed Chapter 2,

Key principles of the FOCUS4 trial design, all proved to be robust in the application:

l using molecularly enriched cohorts to maximise the possibility of detecting promising

new treatments
l using multistage statistical design for early detection of insufficient activity
l providing a trial opportunity for all patients regardless of biomarker status

l adapting biomarker structure to include new biomarkers and exclude current biomarkers, as guided

by evolving research findings
l testing multiple treatments at the same time, each against its own control.

In addition, the use of PFS in the maintenance setting as the primary end point was shown to be an

effective indicator of agents with activity, which may not have been revealed through a more

conventional assessment of response in end-stage patients.

How could FOCUS4 have carried out better?

A key area of potential improvement is the understanding of the molecular stratification of CRC. Over

this period, it has been shown that gene expression signatures (consensus molecular subtypes)124 are

an important window of CRC that is not reflected directly from genetic testing. The funding of the

MRC stratification in CRC (S:CORT) consortium30 was provided in 2015 and with time has enabled

deeper understanding of the subtypes within CRC and how they may be targeted.83

Timely and reproducible delivery of the biomarker-testing panel, understanding the prognostic impact

of biomarker selection and the need to accommodate biomarker-negative patients was critical to

success. During FOCUS4, the simple mutation-based stratification process for many of the biomarkers

that were tested in FOCUS4 has become part of standard care. In the future, despite the now more

widespread routine availability of NGS-based tumour profiling, trial-based stratification testing will

continue to need to provide transcriptomic and other more sophisticated analyses. It may be that the

revolution in digital pathology and artificial intelligence will enable some biological stratification to be

achieved directly from routine images, as shown recently with consensus molecular subgroup subtyping.23

Better preclinical testing of novel agent combinations may have improved the success of FOCUS4.

As noted in Chapter 3, Failed endeavours, a key drain on investigator time was the continual pursuit

of new agents for testing in the FOCUS4 platform. During the course of the trial, a total of 20 drug

combinations were explored but only four culminated in an activated comparison. Reasons for non-

activation were predominantly because of the failure of drugs at early clinical testing in this advanced

metastatic disease setting, but often protocol development and contract negotiations had progressed a

long way and considerable resource had been used up for ultimately futile collaborations.The disease

positioning of genetically engineered mouse models has increased exponentially in the last few years

and this provides a strong platform on which to test novel therapeutic concepts in defined biological

settings more representative of human cancer. The CRUK-funded ACRCelerate programme,31 which

focused on preclinical novel agent development, might have been beneficial if run in parallel with or

before FOCUS4 because of its ability to provide greater depth of scientific rationale for the specific

therpautics within the biomarker subsets.

Collaboration with pharmaceutical companies could have been more efficient from the onset of the

FOCUS4 trials. How this can be accomplished is one of the ongoing challenges in academic-led clinical

trials. High-level engagment with companies with a broad portfolio of agents is one potential approach

that is more likely to be successful, as in the National Lung Matrix trial,23 which was mediated through

high-level and effective support from the funder CRUK. Major governmental involvement through the
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NCI in the USA is also a very powerful mechansim, as shown in the IMPACT study. In the DISCOVERY

trial, a committee at the Department of Health and Social Care level was also able to enable access to

medicines within the context of a pandemic in a much more effective way that a research group can.

A further reason for the failed endeavours to engage company support was the change in strategies

within the collaborating pharmaceutical companies, including the sudden and unexpected selling of

assets. One strategy, which is more within the grasp of academic triallists, is to have the strongest

preclinical rationale for the specific intervention in the proposed subset. Obtaining that data set is

challenging and requires timely funding of both stratification efforts and preclinical platforms to bring

together data to make the case more strongly to pharma.

The alternatives to using a platform design of this umbrella style are to undertake individual

molecularly stratified trials that each have their own design, entry criteria and setting. This is

frequently undertaken and benefits from flexibilty – fitting the design to the specific intervention –

but suffers from requiring every trial to be set up individually and a plethora of biomarker labs using

differing techniques. Basket studies are very efficient when testing one intervention across a number

of differing cohorts. These are very widely used by pharmaceutical companies looking to establish

clinical efficacy of their drug/combination in whichever patient cohort may be sensitive. We did not

pursue this because our focus was on CRC patients and we wanted to investigate treatments of

potential benefit for our patient group.

Perhaps a better way ahead is for an academic funder to support a biomarker/diagnostic platform,

complementary to what is available in the routine health-care setting. To this would be linked a number

of discrete trials, all using the shared biomarker infrastructure, but allowing the flexibility and simplicity

of individual interventions. This would leverage the benefits of national genomic diagnostics, but would

enable the use of more advanced or emerging diagnostic methods, such as transcriptomic-, proteomic-

or digital pathology-based allocation, supported by the biomarker research-funded infrastructure.

Summary of clinical findings from FOCUS4

In addition to the aforementioned trial methodology findings, the clinical findings from FOCUS4 are

summarised below.

Data from FOCUS4-C showed that this subtrial met its primary end point; patients with RAS/TP53-

mutant metastatic CRC had PFS advantage with the Wee1 inhibitor adavosertib compared with active

monitoring following induction chemotherapy. This activity was clearly limited to the two-thirds of

patients with primary tumours arising in the left colon and rectum (left PTL). Assessment of longer-

term outcomes also showed an OS benefit with adavosertib compared with active monitoring in

RAS/TP53-mutant patients with left PTL. These results are particularly encouraging because RAS/TP53-

mutant metastatic CRC patients are a poor prognostic population who have limited treatment options

and warrant further testing, which is now in discussion. Adavosertib was well tolerated and patients

found it preferable to conventional chemotherapy.

Data from FOCUS4-D showed that the pan-HER inhibitor AZD8931 does not improve outcome in all

wild-type CRC, as it failed to pass the first stage of assessment within the MAMS trial design, that is

the predefined critical HR of 1.0 at stage 1 (lack of sufficient activity) was not reached.

FOCUS4-N was the non-stratified arm of FOCUS4 and shows the importance of including at least

one non-stratified component within trials of this type. This trial built on previous UK trials exploring

treatment holidays and confirmed that capecitabine is as effective as a maintenance therapy and

probably as effective as capecitabine plus bevacizumab, the current international standard in this

setting. Capecitabine alone, however, is much more cost-effective and also completely avoids the
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need for intravenous administration. However, none of these conventional agents improve OS

(as we showed in the IPD meta-analysis117) so there is a balance to be struck for individual patient

management about use of maintenance therapy. In future studies, capecitabine monotherapy would be

a suitable control for testing of novel maintenance therapies.

Leadership of complex studies

The experience from FOCUS4 has shown that leadership of these complex studies is challenging,

with strong input required from a well-funded CTU. In addition, multiple skill sets are essential to

the successful leadership of such trials, including expert contribution from the clinical, pathology,

biomarker, trial delivery, governance and statistical analysis aspects.

Furthermore, a strong TMG is critical to success. The FOCUS4 TMG met monthly over the decade of

activity for 1 hour by teleconference, with detailed minutes and review of action points at the start of

each meeting; this was an effective mechanism. Face-to-face meetings were interspersed especially to

discuss broader trial design or novel interventions. Feedback from FOCUS4 stakeholders showed that,

with respect to leadership, the role of the chief investigator was paramount and more critical to trial

success that that of the co-ordinating investigator in a standard trial.

Funder perspectives

FOCUS4 was jointly funded, with an equal split in costs between the MRC–NIHR-funded EME

programme and CRUK. Extensive work was required by the research team, the NIHR evaluation, trials

and studies co-ordinating centre EME team and the CRUK team to carefully divide and calculate costs

in accordance with the different NIHR and CRUK funding rules. Although this resulted in agreement of

costs between the funders, it was clearly a complex and time-consuming process. Learning from this

project helped to develop the simpler and more streamlined approaches for future use.

Patient and public involvement perspectives

Throughout FOCUS4, there was a strong patient voice on the TMG, provided by Malcolm and Janet

Pope, to whom we are deeply indebted. This was supported by strong patient and public involvement

representation on the Trial Steering Committee. These studies are strongly attractive to patients

who appreciate the efforts to tailor treatments to their own tumour characteristic. In contrast

to the triallists perspective, patients with a particular diagnosis – in this case CRC – value the

umbrella trial methodology because there is one study for the whole group of patients with the

same disease, and each may find their particular space under that umbrella. This can lead to a sense

of collaboration, partnership and collegiality: ‘this is our study and we all have our place within it’.

By contrast, biomarker-selective studies can appear exclusive: you get in only if you have the

‘right’ tumour. In a fruitful collaboration with Joshua Hordern (Faculty of Theology and Religion,

University of Oxford, UK), we explored the moral aspects of the promissory nature of precision

medicine and the danger of hype, wherein targeted or personalised therapies can appear to be of

much greater worth than appears to be the case.125 Furthermore, we explored the superiority that

this inflated value may imply for the selected group and what effects that might have on the other

people who end up in ‘the molecularly unstratified group’.126 We made an application to the Wellcome

Trust (London, UK) for a multidisciplinary analysis of this area, which unfortunately was not supported.

This interest in the well-being of patients extended to a concern for those staff running studies, which

revealed an interesting mixture of excitement, sense of privilege and unending stress for the personnel

working in the trials unit on major platform studies of this nature.121
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The COVID-19 pandemic

FOCUS4 came to an end as the COVID-19 pandemic developed. Thankfully, for this study, sufficient

patients had already participated in the study and we had accrued sufficient data to be able to

present interim findings to the IDMC. The interim analyses for both FOCUS4-C and FOCUS4-N were

so resoundingly positive that the IDMC were very ready to advise that we could close recruitment,

follow-up the remaining patients for a few more months and then report. We are hugely grateful to

the unseen work of both our IDMC and our Trial Steering Committee members in their oversight

of the study and enabling us to draw it to its conclusion. We recognise that, as a result, the FOCUS4

studies under-accrued compared with the original statistical estimates. Despite this, FOCUS4-C,

FOCUS4-D and FOCUS4-N all have reported clear outcomes.

Beyond the COVID-19 pandemic, our oversight committees consisted of highly experienced oncologists,

statisticians and patient representatives. The members provided constant support and guidance at

some particularly difficult times during the study. In particular, the chairpersons navigated the issues

with clear and prompt recommendations despite the relative newness of this approach to trial design.

We thank them.

Conclusions

FOCUS4 was an experiment at multiple levels. It was an experiment in clinical trial design that largely

succeeded; certainly, the key points from the methodology paper were largely shown to be feasible

and correct. Each individual subtrial was a defined experiment, two of which were successful in terms

of reaching their primary end point; another was shown not to be feasible and one was negative.

Sixteen others were developed but failed to be implemented for various reasons.

The prior knowledge that is required before setting out on such an enterprise needs to include

in-depth understanding of the therapeutic vulnerabilities of different subgroups of the disease in

question. That, in turn, requires detailed multi-omic stratification of the disease linked to clinical

outcome to define those subgroups with different biology and preclinical evidence of efficacy of the

selected therapeutic class or agent.

Such studies are a manifestation of team science: the clinicians, biomarker scientists, pathologists,

statisticians and clinical trial team at the CTU; the research delivery personnel in the network and in

multiple hospitals; the patients and their carers; the physicians and nurses who enrol, care for and

monitor those patients; and the various companies who collaborate through provision of their novel

agents. Without this whole team working together, the enterprise cannot hope to accomplish its goals.
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